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This report consists of two parts. Part I is concerned with
the static displacement and stress fields. Part II describes the
dynamic . wheel-soil interaction. These studies were conducted
during the period January 1, 1972 through October 31, 1972, under
NASA Research Contract NAS8-25102 "Mathematical Characterization
of Mechanical Behavior of Porous Frictional Granular Media," tech-
nically monitored by Dr. N. C. Costes, The Geotechnic.Vl Laboratory
of the Marshall Space Flight Center,X NASA, Huntsv.ille, Alabama.
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ABSTRACT
A new definition of loading and unloading along the yield surr
face of Roscoe and Burland is introduced. This is achieved by noting
that the strain-hardening parameter in the plastic potential function
is deduced from the yield locus equation of Roscoe and Burland. The
analytical results are compared with the experimental results for
plate-bearing and cone-penetrometer problems and close agreements
are demonstrated.
The second part of the reports deals with the wheel-soil inter-
action under dynamic loading. The rate-dependent plasticity or
viscoelastoplastic behavior is considered. This is accomplished by the
internal (hidden) variables associated with time-dependent viscous
properties directly superimposed with inelastic behavior governed
by the yield criteria of Roscoe and Burland. Effects of inertia and





STATIC DEFORMATION AND STRESS FIELDS
1-1. INTRODUCTION
Recent achievements in the critical state soil mechanics
advanced by Roscoe and others [1,2] have stimulated many other
investigators searching for practical applications. Initial
attempts have been made by Smith and Kay [3J, Zienkiewicz [4],-
Chung and Lee [5], and Chung, Costes, and Lee [6] in the context
of finite element techniques. The present study is an extension
of [5,6] with some significant modifications in reference to
interpretation of the yield criteria of Roscoe and Burland [1].
In the previous works [5,6], the authors considered the
strain-hardening parameter to be controlled by the constant yield
stress, an independent material parameter, in addition to the basic
material properties M,Xandj< proposed by Roscoe and Burland [1].
However, in view of the fact that the equation of yield surface
and subsequently the equation of yield locus as defined in [1] are
based on the normality requirements of the plastic strain vector
with "strain-hardening phenomena~incorporated~in-the-plastic poten
tial function, additional imposition of strain-hardening through a
constant yield stress is unnecessary. Because the terms included
in the plastic potential function [5,6] consists of deviatoric stress
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invariant and the basic soil mechanics material properties (M,\,K)
associated with the mean pressure the later contributions in the
plastic potential function must provide strain-hardening behavior in
the sense of classical incremental theory of plasticity. This argu-
ment leads to the standard manner of handling the plastic potential
function in that the variation of the plastic potential function
simply depends on the. second deviatoric stress invariant and the
strain-hardening parameter. If such variation is equal to zero we
have a neutral loading, and the positive and negative values would
indicate loading and unloading, respectively. The positive change of this
potential function, therefore, shifts the yield locus in the devia-
toric-mean stress space whose projection back to the void ratio -
mean stress space lies entirely on the yield surface at all times.
The constitutive relationships and the finite element equations
are derived as demonstrated earlier [5,6]. The plastic tangent stiff-
ness matrix is updated for small increments of. loadir/g. The repeti-
tive solution of the equilibrium equations continues until the total
load is reached. Numerical examples for the plate-bearing and cone-
penetrometer are presented to evaluate correctness of the procedure.
Comparisons with test results indicate close agreements.
1-2. YIELD CRITERIA AND PLASTIC STIFFNESS
/
J\7e record jiere the following basic assumptions of the criti-
cal state theory: (1) the soil material is continuously distri-
buted over its whole volume with its behavior described by a ma-
croscopic model; (2') the mechanical behavior of .cohesive and cohesion-
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less soil depends only on effective stresses independent of the presence or
absence of pore pressures. The consequences of these assumptions lead to a
complete description of soil behavior in a space of void ratio e, mean pres-
sure p, and deviatoric pressure q. The deviatoric and volumetric strains
corresponding to q and p along the yield locus are then related by means of
the normality principle of plasticity theory as shown in Figure 1.
The mathematical model of pre-yield behavior may be based on the simple
assumption of complete rigidity or elasticity, although some evidence exists
of irrecoverable plastic shear distortion in this range [1]. For simplicity
we may use the elasticity theory for the range of elastic wall (Figure 1).
To deal with irrecoverable volumetric and deviatoric strains and re-
coverable volumetric strains we turn to the equation of yield locus,
V- &*- '
where "H =q./p ; Po. is the mean pressure corresponding to q = 0; and M is
the slope "H at the critical state line,
6 sin cp
M = = (2)
3-sin 9
in which 9 is the angle of internal friction.
The incremental plastic (irrecoverable) volumetric strain is
. CP) de(P) ,,,dv =-7— (3)
The overall void ratio change along the isotropic compression curve is
de = -X d-^ 2_
Po
whereas the incremental recoverable void ratio is given by
q = Mp












Here X and H are the compression index and swelling index, respectively.
The incremental irrecoverable void ratio is then obtained from (4) and
(5) as
d eCP) =. (A-x )^i (6)
o^





in which pe is the equivalent pressure corresponding to that void on the virgin
isotropic consolidation line whose projection to the p - q space is P0 •
Therefore, setting pe = P0 in (7) leads to
• Po " 1
Under triaxial compression, the second deviatoric stress invariant becomes
J = 1/3 (au -033 r = 1/3 q* (9)
which gives
q = J3J~ (10)
Substituting (10) into (1) and rearranging yields
3 J + p M * (:p - P00 = 0
or 3J - A p- = 0 . . ' • " . (11)
where A^ = -p.'MsCp -'p^  ) (12)
It should be noted that (11) assumes the identical form as the plastic potential
function F(J, A) in the sense of classical incremental theory of plasticity,
F(J, A) = 3J - AS = 0 (13)
The associated ,:f low rule for the incremental plastic volumetric strain
dv ( P5 and the incremental plastic deviatoric strain tensor d^n may be
written, respectively,
<»"<- dx
in which d \ is the positive constant. Here dv may also be expressed in
an alternate form from (3) and (6),
Equating (17) and (19) and using (16) give
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f b F
q - K ) dpn
b~p Vi~' P° bA bP
The incremental total plastic strain tensor is given by
/ \
1/3 d v B ( n P ) 6 o n (21)n n
in which 6mn is the Kronecker delta. Using (17) through (20) in (21) yields
)
 = B o n R a d a Q ' P (22)
where
fr ,. I ££ ^
bann + 3 bA bp




= 3 ^ — da n n = Smn da o n
&OB«w
 •  n
^dp = ^ M 2 - V M ^ ) dpV
bF bA „?.
SA^~ = "M p
gives
q , „ fi
„





Substituting (25) into (23) 
Bnn b
in which
a = |- (2p - P0) (27)
b = 3a(l+e)M8pap0; /( X-H) (28)




 V dCT (29>
where
2opp -au -o33
833 = 2a33 -au -o2»>
Sis = 6Oj.3, S23 - 6<??>3 , 831 = 6a 3 j
The incremental total strain tensor dYmn is the sum of the incremental
elastic strain tensor dY^ ,en' and the incremental plastic strain1 tensor dvBn •'
Therefore,
dYi? - dv B n- dYm(^ (30)
Tlie incremental total stress tensor dY is then given by
CV P Ot Pnn,v(e) /a i \
in which D(e;mn is the standard elasticity matrix. Substituting (30) and
(22) into (31) yields
da" * Da nn(dYBT1 - Bmt) Rn da l J ) (32)
In view of (14b) and (24), and (32), we obtain
R r
or
Rro "D^ ( d Y D n - B8n Rap do"*)] - Rap da^ = 0
from which
R da0* Rra D r ' B n dV
Rapd C T - U R r . B O T 1 D f U B r (33)
Substituting (33) into (32) gives
da = f'D "" + D )






» ~ ~ i . B P nrataIP) A + Bre Nu u
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which is identical to the form obtained by the authors earlier [5,6].
Now, the yield criterion equation (14) is written as
dF = R do<^ - M2p dp0 (36)
where dp0 can be determined from (8),




Substituting these in (36) yields
+., „»,
-p orp
which is then used for determining the status of loading, neutral




Based on the definition of yielding given by (15) the finite
element computer program was written to solve boundary value prob-
lems. The program listing and data input format are given in
Appendix 1. and Appendix 2, respectively.
Figure 2 shows the geometry of a plate bearing problem. The
load-displacement curves for center of plate are shown in Figure 3
comparing the experimental results of Namiq [8]. It should be noted
that the plane strain conditions of Namiq''.8 experiments with a square
box are approximated here in the analysis by an equivalent axi-
symmetric cylindrical box. The material constants given by Namiq
are angle of internal friction • <P = 35°, initial void ratio: e = 0.875,
initial density Y = 0.0147 N/cc. Other constants needed in this
analysis are listed in Figure 3. It is seen that the load-displacement
curve for the compression index \ = 0.05 follows very closely the ex-
perimental results whereas \ = 0.13 gives slightly larger displace-
ments. It is interesting to note that from the void ratio-pressure
curves given by Namiq the compression index can be estimated indeed
to be approximately 0.05. Here the swelling index K ° 0.003 is used
for both cases. For elastic behavior the soil modulus Eg = 10 N/cm9-










































































Figure 3: Deformation at Center of Plate
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Deformed shapes of the finite elements adjacent to the bearing
plate are shown in Figure 4 for the loading increments at F = 2.5 N/cm8
and F = 5 N/cm2 . These results correspond to \ - 0.05 which gives
the same displacement at the center of plate'~ae Namlq. Unfortunately, how-
ever, no further comparison can be made as Namiq does not show such 'deformed
shapes in his experimental results.
1.3.2 Cone-Penetrometer
The geometry for a cone-penetrometer problem is shown in Figure
5. Experiments for the cone-penetrometer were undertaken and the test
set-up"is shown in Figure 6. Both smooth and rough aluminum cones
were used and loaded through the lunar soil simulants under the strain-
controlled loading devices. These measurements are plotted in Figure
7 and compared with analytical results. The axisymmetric interface
elements developed by Chung and Lee [5] are used to model contact
areas between the cone and soil. Because of the lunar soil simulants
being extremely soft compared with the metal cone the shear modulus
and rotational modulus for the interface elements were set equal to
zero. Experimentally determined material constants for the lunar
soil simulants used in the tests are also given in Figure 7. The same
material constants were used in the analysis with the exceptions of
soil modulus Efl = 10 N/cma and Poisson's ration y,. = .45. The anal-
ytical solution gives results somewhere between the rough and smooth
cones.
The deformed geometry of soil is shown in Figure 8. For exces-






































12 1 Inch Rough Cone
3,4 1 inch Smooth Cone
5,6,7 % Inch Smooth Cone
a=2<54cm b=2>82cm
' '
8,9,10 % inch Rough Cone f
cm , ,cm
- ' . » " ^ , c
cm
Figure 6: Cone-Penetrometer Tests
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Legend Description




Finite Element Solution (1). x=.Q7 *
(2),
* Other constants used are:












Cone Base Displacement in cm
15




Figure 8: Deformed Configuration for Finite Element
Solution (1) at F - 25 N/cm«
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renumbering of nodes is necessary to update the stiffness matrix
based on new geometry. It is believed that such treatment would
improve the solution considerably.
1-4. CONCLUSIONS
A new definition of loading and unloading along the yield sur-
face of Roscoe and Burland is introduced. This is done by noting
the strain-hardening parameter in the plastic potential function.
With the differential of the plastic potential function with respect
to the second deviatoric stress invariant and the strain-hardening
paratnenter being positive or negative the manner of loading and un-
loading is clearly determined. This is an improvement from the pre-
vious definition of yielding through a constant yield stress.
The forms of plastic stiffness matrix and the finite element
equations, however, are unchanged. Applications of the present anal-
ytical formulation to a number of boundary value problems are pre-
sented. The analytical results for the plate bearing and cone-
penetrometer problems indicate good agreements with the experimental
results.
Our ultimate goal is to characterize the material parameters of
the lunar soil. Such a task depends on correct constitutive relation-
ships and a computational scheme which provides the results of load-
deformation. With this facility available exhaustive computer runs
1-20
for various combinations of material constants are to be compared
with the data brought back from the lunar exploration. To this end
the present study has provided the basic analytical tool to prepare
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APPENDIX 1
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING





































































































































.SIH iMASA + TPt-"*. MAIN. . .132666133010
THE FINITE tLtMENT ANAL1SYS OF AXISYMWETRIC SOIL MEDIUM
BY A SOIL PLASTICITY THEORY
PAKAKETEK NODS=3Uu.NELS=26U.r<F=?0000»MAX=60(l
COhMOH /BLKO/ TITLt(20) .INODE.N'ELEKrNAPC.NBC.MINCRrNCYCL .EPSLON
COMMON /6LKJ/ U (61 .H(6) . AR (U) .BR (4) .CR U ) , AZ (H) ,BZ (4 ) .CZU ) .
* BNU) .CN(*») .DNUJ .TYPEAl4.4)'.TYPEBC+.m rTYPEC «)./») .TYPEE (4.1) .
* TYPEFU.4) .TYPEtitt^) t AO»BO»CO.RT»RB »RA »RCf 1C . JC,KC»LC.NEL
COMMON /ULK2/ ID(NODS»2) i I JKL(NELS»<*) »DEr»OE2
COMMON /t)LK3/ XK d»F ) • APF (MAX) i IMAXr IHR< IHBI rLT.LAST
COMMON /BLK4/ STRblNELb>»<*> rDKAT (NELS»**ri») .DELNM1 (MAX) »POP
COMMON /bLK5/ UE (KELS»4rU ) »S1GBA(NELS) .DSIGBA (NELS) »DELL»YSTRSr
1 FINC.FN.ULOAD.FEL.PMAX.ULMAX
COMMON /dLK6/ STGK»SI6/!>SIGT>TAUZK»D«(ri»)rSTIFF(e>8)>KK(NELS>a) •
1 FUNUUS).ZINOOS>. lOTOISlMAX)
COMMON /DLK7/ LiSTKS ( MELSf u )., ARI"1 (NELS»4» ) . AZM < NELS »<4 ) »RTT f NELS) .
1 AOJ(NELS) ,
COMMON/BLKb/INCR.HUEPTHlNELS) f VOIDI » ALAMDA.PEPTH.PP ;
COMMON /bLK9/ PI . SMALLK »CK »BETA .POr NHREE »NELST» ICASE rNRIGn
COMMON /bLKlU/ F(iCK('20»fl'8) »1R(26»8.8') »XXL (?0) t DZZ (20) »DRR (20 ) r •
1 POR(20)'.DELTS»EC.XNUC.Dt:LD I ' '. '
CONiMON /bLKll/ VOiU(NELS) fDGAM(NELS.4)
COMMON /bLK12X S10MX (NELS ) »OEP (NELS) rEP(NELS) rD(:QSt2 (NELS) ,ES
COMMON /GMTRrV ROINODS) .^O(NODS) :,
NTAPt =2
CALL SETUP




STAKT MAIN 1 IERATION- LOOP.
DO 990 Nl = IrMhCK
FN = FN + I-'INC
nnnnni nn















































































































































































NF1 = NEL - NRiGU
IF(NtL.LE.NRlGU) o(J TO 938
SIGZ = STRS(NF.L.1J + DSTHS(NEL.I) / 2.
SI (iH ~ SIKS(NEi_.2) + DSTHS(NEL»2) / 2.
SIGT = STRS(NEL.J) + DSTHSlNtL»3) / 2.
TAUZl<= SI«b(NF.L»4) + DSTKSfNEL.'*) / 2.








938 DO 4011 1 = 1 »"4
DO MOO J = 1 '"4
DMAT(NELflrJ) = UL(NELrlfJ)














00 341) 1 = IrlNOUt
JJ = I * 2
II = JJ - 1
Z(l) = ZOll) + TOIUIS(II) + XK(LAST+II)




C SUMMING OF STKLSSES AND DISPLACEMENTS FOR EACH INCREMENTAL
DO 310 ITT = l»NFKtE
310 TOTOlSdlT) = TOIuiSUTT) + XKdTT+LAST)










































































































































































DO 329 J = 1»4
329 STRS(IrJ) = STRS(irJ) + DSTRS(ItJ)
c
V»RiTE<6.6fl9) NlNCK'Nl'FN
CO 320 I = l.INOOt.
11 = (1-1) * 2 + 1
JJ = 11 + 1
320 WRITt(6»690) I » (TOTOISILX) »LX = IlrJO)
WRlTt<6,691>
DO 330 I = IrNtLEM






600 FORMAT(//» ITER',15»« OMAX' , E12.5» • OE2'rE12.5)



















• *='»2I5//5X» 'NOOE'»bXr'2 - OISPL • r20X, »R - DISPL' ,5X, «FN =» rE12.5/> 00013000
690 FORMAT(4X,I5rE15.7»10XrE15.7)
691 FORMAT(///'10X» ' TOTAL STRESSES'//5X» »ELEM« ,5X» 'SIGMA - Z».T28r
1'SIGMA - R»,T42. 'TANGENTIAL' »T58» «TAU - ZR«)
692 FORMAT(I6»4F14.6)
693 FORMAT(//» TAU» SI6. RAT' DELTS' ISHEAR» ' »4E12.5» I5//)




UELT.SIH NASA*TPFS.INPUI r . •132661133010
SUBROUTINE INPUT (NTAPE)
PARAMETER NODS=3uU i NELS=260 • NF=20000 rMAX=600
COMMON /BLKO/ T ITLE (20 ) . INOOE .NELEM .NAPC tNBC 'NINCR rNCYCL .EPSLON
COMMON /BLK1X * (6 1 »H<6) • AR(4) .BR (4) »CR (4) , A? (4) ,BZ(4) »CZ<4) .
* BN(4) »CN(4) fDN(4> »TYPtA (£» r (+) ,TYPEB(4»4) »TYPEC(4'4) »TYPEE(4'4) •
* TYPEFU.4) .TYPEG(4,4) . AO.BO'CO,RT»RBrRA,RC» 1C, JCrKC.LC.NEL
COMMON /BLK2/ 1D(KODS »2> r I JKL (NELS»4) »DE1»DE2
COMMON /BLK3/ XK (NK> , APFIMAX) , IMAX, IHRr IHBI »LT»LAST
COMMON /BLK4/ STKS CNELS.4) »DKAT(NELS»4»4) rDELNMl (MAX) rPOP
COMMON /BLK5/ UE INELS »4,4) 'SlGBA (NELS) 'DSISBA(NELS) 'DELL'YSTRS*
1 FlNCrFN»ULOAD»Ftl-»PMAX,ULMAX
COMMON /BLK6/ SIGKfSIGZ .SIGT'TAU2R'D(4»4) ,STIFF(8»8) »KK (NELS'8) .
1 R(NODS) »ZINODS) » ICTDIS(MAX)
COMMON/BLKa/INCR.PDEPTH<NELS) , VOIDI , ALAMDA»DEPTH»XMS
COMMON /8LK9/ PT rbMALLKrCKrBETA rPOrNFREEfNELSTrlCASErNRlSD
COMMON /BLK10/ FRC.K (20»8»8) »TR(20»8,8) ,XXL(20) rDZZ(20) »DRR (20) »
1 POR(20)»DELTS»EC.XNUCfDELD
COMMON /BLK11X VOiO (NELS) rDGAM(NELS»4)
COMMON /BLK12/ SIfaMX (NELS) 'DEP(NELS) >EP(NELS) ,DEQST2(NELS) ,ES
COMMON /GMTRY/ RO (NODS) 'ZO(NODS)
REtolND NTAPE
READ(5»510) (TITLt(I)»I=l»20)


































































































































































021 = SHEAR MOD. FOR INTERFACE ELEMENTS.










DO 101 I = l.INOUL
00 101 J = 1.2
II = II + 1
101 ID(I.J) = II
BETA=ALAMOA-SMALLK
PI=PI*3.14159/180.




XMS = XM * XM
W R 1 T E ( 6 » 6 0 0 > ( 1 I T L M I ) » I = 1 » 2 0 >
DO 100 I = I f l N O l i t
READ(5»5 i !0 ) Z f 1 > »H ( I ) . LZ, IR
Z O I I ) = /:(!)
R O ( I ) = R ( I )
I F ( I Z . N E . O ) I D t l r i ) = 0
I F ( I H . N E . O ) i D ( I » a ) = 0
100 V i R I T t ( 6 . 6 2 U ) I - Z d ) . H ( l )
W R l T t ( 6 » 5 n i ) I N O U
MFREE = 1NODE * 2
( (IJKl-<MtL» J) » J=1.4) »NE
.050) (KELr (TJKL(NELtJ) >J=1»4) »NEL=1 r NELEM )
FIND HALF bAND WlUlH AND ACTUAL SIZE OF MATRIX (XK)
IKAX. = 0
DO fibO NtL = l.NEi-LV
CO 70P 1 = 1,4 "
IN = iJKL(NELtl)
KK(NtL.I) = ID(INrl)
700 KK(NtL»I+4) = IDIiNfS)
;DC 79°9 1 = 1.2
II = I + 1
DO 7S99 J = II »4
IDIF = lOKL(iMEL.I) - UKL(NEL.J)
IF(IDIF.LT.O) iDlH = -iniF .
7999 IFlIUIF.eT.IMAX) iNAX = JtDIF
800 CONTINUE
IF.(NBC.NE.O) READlb.500) ( ( ID ( I , J) i J=l ,2) , 1=1 , NBC)
IMAX = MAX DIFFEHtNCE IN ADJACENT NODE NO.
IHB = UMAX + 1) * 2












































































































































































LT = JH8 * IHBJ / 2
LAST = LT + (NFREt - IHB1) * IHB
hRITE<6.640) IMAX i 1HB»LT»LAST
IF(MHIGD.NE.U) CAi-L ELASTC (D»NRIGD»EC »XNUC )
NLST = NELEM - NKiOO - NbC





IF(NEL.LE.NRIGO) bO TO 696
NFT = NEL - NRIGU










. DELNKl(NEL) = AREA
C
897 NELS1 = NR16U + NbC + 1
IFlNtL.EU.NELST>CALL ELASTC ID ,h!LST rF.Sf XNUS)
C
898 DO 111 I = 1»4 ,
DO 111 J = 1.4
DE(NtL»I.J) = U(I.J)







IF(NAPC.NE.O) CALL PTLOAD (NAPC .ULOAD)
901 IF<NULOAD.IME.O) CALL EQLOAD(ULOAD)
C '•' •
SCAL.= NINCR
DO 200 I = l.NFPEt .
200 APK(I) = APF(I) / SCAL
PEL =0.
FINC = ULOAD / SCAL
C
500 FOKMAT(lUIb)
501 FOKWATt//' NUMBER OF NODES ='i!5/» NUMBF.R OF ELEMENTS ='i
15/» NUMBER OF APLItD CONCENTRATED LOADS =».I5/» NUMBER OF
















































































































































































530 FORMAT (8HO. 4) 00014300
531 FORMAT(/« SINE. PHI = 'fl-10.4»» SMALLK =',F10.4f» KI =» »00014400
*F10.4r« POROuSITY =»,F10.4/» BETA ='»F10.4»« OVERBURD00014500
*EN PRFSSURt ='.F1U.U.« DESIRED ACCURACY ='.F10.4»« PERCENT. '/00014600
* • DtPlH OF SOIL MtDIA =?fF10.4/> 00014700
540 FORMAT(4I5) 00014800
600 FOKKAT I lHl»?>OX»20H4///30Xf' COORDINATE VALUES' //Til » 'NODE' »T30. 'Z-C00014900
*OOKD' .T5Ur 'R-COCH^' .T65. 'O.IF FREE TO Z'fSXr'O.lF FREE TO R«//) 00015000
620 FOHMAT(T10»Ibr725»(-10.<*»T4brF10.i»fT65.2(Ifi»5X) ) 00015100
630 FORMAT!//' YltLD STRtSS =«»E12.5r« DELL ='»E12.5//) 00015200





U!ELT»SIH NASA*lPK5.Df.AThX. •» 132671133010
SUtiROUTIhE . DMATPXIND 00000100
PAHAKETErt (•40US=30U»NELb=260,NF=20000»MAX=600 00000300
COMMON /bLKO/ T ITLL(20) . iNODE.NELEM.NAPC.NBC.NlNCRi IRRINT tEPSLON 00000500
COMMON /bLK]/ W(6»fH(6) »AR(4)»BR(4) rCR(4).A2(4) iB2(4) fCZ<4) • 00000600
* BN(4) »CN(4) »DN(H) »TYPtA(4»4) tTYPEB(4»4) iTYP£C<4»4) »TYPEt(4t4) r 00000700
* TYPEF(4r4) »TYPEG(4f4) »AOfbO»COrRTrRB»RArRC»ICrjC»KC»LCrNEL 00000800
COMMON /BLK.4/ bTHb(NELS»4) f OKAT (NELS»4»4) tDELNMl (MAX) »POP 00000900
COMMON /8LK5/ UE H»ELS .4»4) »SI6PA (NELS) .DSI6BA (NELS) »DELL> YSTRSr | 00001000
1 FlKlC»FNrULOAD«FEL»PKAX»ULMAX > 00001100
COMMON /bLK6/ SIGrtiSIGZ »SIGT rTAUZR rD (4»4) .STIFF (8»8> »KK(NELS»fl) » 100001200
1 R(MODS) .Z(NOOS) » lOTOIS(MAX) (00001300
COMMON /BLK.7/ USTKS(NELS»4) tDUM (NELSt 10) . ) 00001400
COMMOM/BLK8/1NCR.HUEPTH(NELS) • VOIDI • ALAMDA,DEPTH«XMS . 00001500
COMMON /BLK9/ PI.SMALLKfCK.BETA»PO»NFREE.NELSTrlCASE.NRI60 00001600
COMMON /bLKll/ VOiO(NELS) »DGAM(NELS»4) 00001700
COMMOM/BLK12/ SIGmX (NELS) rDEP (NELS) »EP(NELS> »OEOST2(NELS) ,ES 00001800
DIMENSION KLR(4')fDB(4)>RD(4> 00001900
V01DR = VOlDlNtL) 00002100
P = (SIGZ +• SItiT + SIGR) / 3. 00002200
TJ = ( (SlGZ-SIGP)**2+{SIGR-SlGT)**2-MSIGT-SlGZ)**2)/6.+TAuZR**2 00002300
PSG =. P*H 00002400
ETS =' 3.*TJ/PSQ 00002500
POW = 1.-SMALLK/ALAM3A 00002600
SlfaMX(NEL) = P* (4XMS+ETS) /XMS) ** ROW 00002700
POP = SI6MX(NEL) 00002flOO
AA = XMS * <2.*P-HOP) /..-3. 00002900
BB = ?. » AA * XMb * P * POP * (l.+VOIDR) / BETA 00003000
CO 100 I = 1»4 00003100
DO 100 J = 1»4 00003200
100 D<i»J) = Dt(NELfi.J) 00003300
SZi = 2.*SIGZ-SI(iK-SIGT 00003400
SRR = 2.*S1GR-SIG^-SIGT 0001J3500
STT = 2.*SlGT-SIGt-SIGK 00003600
S2K = 6.*TAUZR 00003700
RL6HI = SZZ + AA 00003QOO
RLb(2) = SRR + AA 00003900
RLBC3) = STT + AA- - 00004000



















































































































CELP = (uSTRS(NEL.l>+DSTRS(NEL.2)+OSTRS<NEL»3)) / 3.






00 200 I = 1.4
DFi = DFI + KL6U) * DSTKS(NtLrl)
200 OFK = OFK + DB(I) * CSTRb (NELr I )
DFo = DELP * POP * XMS
POW = -SMALLK / AI.AMCA
DEN = (l.+ETS/XMSJ ** POW
DFh, = DEN » lDFK-b.*TJ/P»PELP>
DF = CFI - Df-J - UHK * (l.-SMALLK/ALAMDA)
ASCi = XMS * P * (HOP-P)




620 FONMATdb.' VOIDK= • .F10 .4 » • 3J=» »Fin.i»» « ASQ= • »F10 .4f ' P0='»
1F10.4.1 OF='»E12.5>' XMS=' »E12.5» • ETS=»»E12.5)
C
IFIOF.LT.O.) 60 TO 764
C
DO 110 I = 1.4
OB(I) = 0.
RD(1) = u.
DO 110 J = 1»4
DBtl) = OHU> + DU,u) * RLRU)
110 RD(I) = KD(I) + KLb(J) * D(J»I)
DEN = 0.
DO 120'! = 1»4.
120 DEN = DEN «• RLfcj ( I ) * Db ( 1 )
DEN = OEN + BB
DO 13P I = 1»4
DO 130 J = 1»4
130 D(l»0) = DII.O) - UPd) * RO(J) / DEN
764 DO 111 I = 1.4
DO 111 J = 1.4




lub~.LT.SIH NASA*TPK$.STIFl-l. . .11376?121110
SUBROUTINE STIFFUNTAPt).
PARANETEH NOUS-300.MELS=260.NF=20000 »MAX=600
COMMON /BLKO/ 1 ITLE (20) . iNODE.NELEM.NApC.NBC.NlNCRr IPRINT.EPSLON
COMMON /BLK1/ in (6) rH (6) . AR (4) »BR (4) .CR (4) , AZ (4 ) ,BZ (4) »CZU) >
* BN(4) .CN(4) »DN<4) »TYPEAli|»4) »TYPEB(4.4) »TYPEC(4.4) »TYPEE(i|,4) ,
* TYPEFC4.4) rTYPEe(4.4) r AO ,BO»CO .RT .RB rRA .RC . 1C . JC .KC.LCf NEL
COMMON1 /dLK6/ SIGH.SI62.SieT.TAU2R»D(4.4) ,STIFF(8r8) fKK(NELS»8) .
1 R(t-ICDS) .Z(NODS) .VOTQIS(MAX)











































































































































































DIFFERENT TYPE .OF INTEGRATIONS ARE PERFORMED
NO. 2 FOR LATth USE.
AZtl) = ZILC) - ZUC)
AZ(2) = ZIIC) - ZIKO
AZC3) = -A2<1)
A?14)=-A2<2)
BZU) = Z(KC) - ZILC)
ez(2> = -ezd)
ezi3> = zuc) - zuc)
BZ(4) = -BZ<3)
CZ(1) = ZIKC) - ZUC)
CZ(2) = ZUC) - ZILC)
CZ(3) = -CZI2)
CZ(4) = -CZ(1>
AR(l) = RUC) - RILC)
AR<2) = K(KC) - RUC)
AR(3) = -AR(1)
AR(4) = -AH(2)
BR(1) = KILO - HIKC)
BR(2) = -BRIl)
BR(3) = RUC) - RIOC)
BR14) = -BR<3)
CR(1) = R(JC) - R(KC)
CR(2) = K(LC) - RUC)
CR(3) = -CR(2)
CR(l») = -CRU)
AO =-AR(3)*AZ(2) + AR(4)*AZ(1>
BO =-BR(2)*BZ(4) + BR(3)»BZ<1)
CO = CR(3)»CZ<1) - CR(4)*CZ<2)
RT = R(IC) + R(JC> + RtKC) + R(LC)
RA =-P(KC) + RtIC) - RILC) -f R(JC)
Rfi = R(JC) - RUC) + R(KC) - RILC)
RC =-R(IC) + R(JC) - RIKC) + RILC)
AOJ(NEL) = AO
RTTlNEL) = RT
DO 200 ,M = l«i»
ARM(NEL.M) = ARIM)
AZM(NCL>M> = AZIK)
























































































































































































l*P17£(NT/»Pt) TYPtA/TYPEBfTYPECf T/PEEfTYPEFf TYPEG
RETURH
ENU
i«ELT»SIh NASA*TP(-$.STIFF2.». 11377 1121 110
SUBROUTINE STIFFS (Nl.NTAPE)
PARAh'ETER NOOS=30U.NELS=260.NF=20000.MAX=600
COMMON /bLK.0/ TITLt<20) » iNOOt .NELEM.NAPC. NBC.NIK'CR. IPRINT.EPSLON
COMMON /bLM/ ft(6> .H(6) .AR(4).BR(4) .CR(4) .AZ(4) ,BZ<4) .CZ<4) »
* BN(4) .CH(4) .niv(4) .TYP£A(4»4) .TYPES (4.4) »TYPEC(4»4> .TYPEE<4.4>»
* TYPtF(4»4> ,TYPEG(4,4>.AG,BO.CO.RT.RB.RA,RC.IC.JC.KC»LC.NEL
COMMCM /bLK6/ SI6KrSI6Z.SI6T»TAU2R»D(U.4),STIFF(8»8)rKK(NELS»B) t
1 R<rJCDS)rZ(NOOS)rVoTCIS(MAX)
C .
C FORM STIFFNtSS MATRIX.
C
IF(Nl.NE.O)
1READ (NTAPt) TYPEA.TYPERrTYPEC. TYPEE»TYPEF.TYPE6
. DO 200x1 = 1 t4
00 200 J = If 4
C
STIFF(I.J) = TYPtM(I»J)*0(l.l)/B.+TYPE8(l.J)»D(4»l)/ B.+
1 T.YPEP(J.I)*D(1»4J/ 8.+TYPEE(IrJ)*D(4.4)/ 8. x
STlFF(J+4»n r TY^tR( J» I ) *D(2r 1 )/8.+TYPEC ( Jr I )*n (3r 1 )+TYPEA ( J. I )*
1 0(4. I)/ 8.+TYPEfc(J.I)*0(2»4)/ 8.+TYPEF ( J. I )*0d«4) *2+TYPEB( I. J)*
2 D(4r4)/ 8.
STIFF(I.J+4> = ST1FF«J+4»I)
STIFF « 1+4. J+4) = 1YPEE(I.J)»D(2.2)/8.+(TYPEB(I.J)+TYPEB(J.I»*
1 D(2.4)/ 8.-fTYPEAtl.J)*D(4»4)/ 8.+2.*(TYPEF< I . J)+TYPEF( J» I ) )*







COMMON /BLK2/ ICMNODS.2) . IJKL(NELS»*) »DE1»OE2
COMMON /BLK4/ STRS (NELS.4 ) .ONAT (NELS.4 .4) .DELNM1 (MAX) .POP
COMMON XtiLK5/ OE (NtLS.4.4) .SIGBA (NELS) »DSI6BA(NELS) fOELL* YSTRS.
1 FiNC.FN.UUOAO»FEL.PKAX»DLMAX
COMMON- /bLK6/ SIGKfSI62%SIGT>TAU2R»D(1»<») .STIFF(8»8) »KK (NELS»8) .
1 PINOOS) .Z(NODS) .lOTDIS(MAX)
COMMON /BLK9/ P J .SMALLK.CK .BETA .POf NFREE.NELST. ICASE.NRIGD






RB = (R(IC)-fR(KC) ) A 2.
PIR = PPI * HB / 3.
BASE = R<KC) - RlIC)
HIGH. = Z(1C) - ZIKC)
















































































































































































SIUT = BMSt / XL
COST = HIGH / AL
hRiTt(6.oOO) NtL.AL.SINT.COST
IF(ISHEAR.NE.O) Gt| TO 160
FORMWTC NfcL , ALVS INT. COST ' . I5.3F12.4)
CO 120 I = 1.8
TRINFT.I. I) = COSI
DO 130 I = 1.4
J = 1 + 4








NAiviELlST/NAMtl/ Sit.22»SIt>RR.T AURZ » SIGN. SHEAR »TAUF»Dl If DZ
II = IU(NFT.1>
JO = IDlNFT.i!)
SIb22 = (STRS{IIn)+STK5tJd»l) ) / 2.
SIGRH = (STRS(lI«^)+STKS(JJ.i i) ) / 2.
TAUR2 = lSTRS(l I r4)+STrtS(Jd»4) ) / 2.
SIliN = S1G2Z*COST*COST+S1GRR*SINT*SINT-TAURZ*COST*SINT
SHEAR = AHS(ST«suMtL»i) )
TAuF = CK * SlGN»utLTS

























STIFF 11.9-1) = Dlut-
DO 191 I = 1.2
ST1FFU-.I+2) = -01 IF
ST1FFU.5--1) = DlJ>






STIFF <2*l+-3.2*i+4) = -2
00 210 I = 1.8

















































































































































































63CT-F OR««T<« NEL U2 DR DII DIJ DdJ LENGTH' r I5r6E12.5r
hRlTE<6rblO> STIFF
610 FOKfAT(etlb.fa)
DO 1«*0 I = 1»8
DO me j = i»s
SUli = 0.
DO 14" K = l»fl
I**1* SUN, = SUM •»• TR(MFTfKrl) » STIFF(K»o)
ItO TS(I«J> = SUM
no 150 i = i»e
CC 150 J = 1»P
SUM =0.
DO 155 K = 1»6
155 SUM = SUM > TS(I.K) * TR(NFT.KfJ)
150 STIFF- <I»J) = SUM
CO 2UO I = 1»8
00 2UO J = lifl




U,EtT»SIH NA6A*TPFS.ASStMb». » 11«*0061?1110
SUbRCUTlNE ASStMb.lNEL.NFT)
PAHAH/PTEK NOOS=300rNELS=260.KF=?0000»MAX=60n
COMMON /bLKO/ TITL£(20-) • iMOOt »NF:LEM»NAPC»NBC»NINCR« IPRINT.EPSLON
COKHOM /bLlf.2/ 104«Or,S»^)»IOKHNELS»'v) »OEi»OE2
COMMON /BLK3/ XK i'Nf ) r APF(MAX) t IMAXf 1MB . IHBI rLT.LAST
COMMON /HLK6/ SIGKrSIGi.SIGT.TAUZR'PC**!*) »STlFF(8r8> tKK«NPLS»8) •
1 P(NUOS) »2(NODS) » TOTDIS(KAX)
COMMON /BLK10/ FRCK(20»«»8) .TR(20»8.8) f XXL (20) .022(20) ,DRR(20) r

































NFREF = INODE * *
IFtNFT.LT.l.OR.NFl .RT.NBC) GO TO 120
DO 130 I = l.fl
00 130 «J = 1'B
130 STIFF<I»0) = FRCKlNFTrltO)
120 CONTINUE
C
DO 110 3 = 1 »6
II = KMNEL.I)
DO 110 J = 1»8
JJ = KK(NEL.O)
IF(ll.EQ.O.OK.JJ.tLO.O) GO TO 110
IF(It.LT.JJ) GO 10 110
IF(II.frT.IHHI) GO TO lOtt
L = JJ + UI-1) * il / 2
GO TO lOb
10<« L = oJ *- LT + (Il-iHB) * IH6I











































































































































. 'SUBROUTINE DlSPUNFREEtNI r iNODErlNCR)
PARAMETER NODS=300»NELS=260 »NF=20000»MAX=600
COMMON XbLKg/ lD(NODSr2)»IJKL(NELSr4) »DEl»DE2
COMMON /6LK3/ XK (Nfi) » APF (MAX) . IMAXf IHB. IHBI »LT»LAST






DO 100 0 = ItNFREL
IF(J.GT.IHBI) GO 10 108
L = (J+l) » J / 2
GO TO 109
108 L = LT + 1MB * <J - IHBI)




DO 110 I = l.NFREt
HO XK-(LAST-H) = APF(I)
C






C • ' .
MRIT£(6r600) INCRfNI
NN = 10 '
DO 280 J = l.NN
II = (J-l) * 2 + 1 + LAST
JJ = II + 1
280 taRITE(6>610) J»XK ( 11 ) r XK ( Jd)-
600 FORWAT1/// 20X» 'DISPLACEMENTS FOR CYCLE NO. • » I4//18Xt 'Z - OISPL«>




taELT»SIH NASA^TPFi. FACTORi »» 114013121110
SUttROUTINE FACTOR (NFREt)
C tHTS SUBKOUTINt PtHFORMS FACTORING
PAftAMETEH NODS=30U»NELS=260tNF=20000»MAX=fiOO








































































































































50 d = LT + IHB*<L-lHbl)





JF(I.EQ.N) GO TO 0
DO 9 J=Lb.JJ
SUM=0.0






11 IF(LA.EG.O) GO TO 9
IF<K.GT.t_A) 60 TO 9
DO 12 JA=KrLA
L=K-1+JA










ttELTtSIH NASA*TPF$.SOLTN» • » 1140161211 10
SUbROUT INE SOLTN I HFREE *:
PARAKETEK NOUS=30U»MELS=260»NT=20000»MAX=600
COMMON /BLK3/ XK (M ) » APF (MAX ) » IMAX •




NF = LAST +1
C
14 DO 1 K = 2»N
C

























































































































































































4 SUM=SMM+XK ( JJ)*XK(LL)
1 XK(LL-H)=XK<LL+l)-SlJM
J = NF+N-1





IF(L.GT.XHbl) GO 10 6
I=L+(L-l)*L/2
• 60 TO 7
6 I=|_-KL-IHB)*lHbl+LT
7 IR=N-IHB














5 XK(MM=XK(MM)/XKU J -SUM
RETURN
END
tELT.SIH NASA*TPFS.STRAiN. . .132705133010
SUBROUTINE STRAIN INI. INCR)
C— ---- — - - — — - - — — — - — - — - — - — —PARAMETER NOOS=30U»NELS=260rNF=2000n»MAX=600
t" ' * <k *
COMMON /bLKO/ T ITLt (28) . INODE.NELEM,NAPC,NB€ .MMCR. IPRINT .EPSLON
COMMO^i /bLK2/ 10(NOnS»2) . 1\JKL(NELS»4) .DE1.DF.2
COMMON /bLK3/ XK(NF) .APF(MAX) . IMAX. IHP»IH6I .LT.LAST
COMMON /faLK4/ STKb(NELS.4) »DMAT (NELS.4 .4) .DELNMl(MAX) .POP
COMMON /bLK5/ UE (NtLS.4.4)-.5IGBA (NtLS) .DSIGBA (NELS) .QELL.VSTRS.
1 FINC.FN.Ut.OAD. FEU. PKAXrDLhAX
COMMOM /bLK7/ USTKS(NELSi4) .ARK<NELS.4) , A7MINELS.4 ) .RTT (NFLS) .
1 AOUINELS)
COMMOM /bLKB/ INCNN.PDtPTH(NELS) > VOICI . ALAMDA.OFPTH.XMS
COMMON /BLK9/ PI .SMALLK.CK .BETA .PO.NEREE.NEtST , iCASErWR iGn
COMMON /bLKll/ VOiD(NEL&J»Ll(;AM(NELS»4)






















































































































































































IF ir.tc.Nt.o) CALL IKTFMC tDci.Nii)
666 FOKKAT(///10X»'STRAINS A|<D STRESSES FOR INCREMENT NO. ='»I4.
* • f,0. OF CYCLES = • .l<».//5X.'E:LEf • »T14, "SI6-Z'.T30. »SI6-ft'.145.
1'SIC—T'.760. 'TAU-*K'»T7S» • AREA •» T9U , 'VOID RATIO')
DC 900 NLL = 1. NtLFN
NFT = NEL - NR1GD
IF(fvl--T.G7.0.ANC.M-T.LE.NoC) GO TO 900
DO IOC I = 1.4
IN = lOKL(NEL.l)
II = (IM-1)*2 + L«ST -f 1
JJ = II + 1
100 U<1) = XK(JJ)




00 111 I = 1.4
EZ = FZ + ARM(NFL.1) * V(I)
EP = ER * AZM(NEL.I) * U(I)
111 SUM = SUM + UU)
CCNPRtSSION POSITIVE..
EPS(l) = -tZ / AOo(MEL)
EPS<2) = -tP / AOo(NEL)
EPS(3) = -SUM / RIT(NEL)
EPSU) = -6K / AU-(N'EL)
EPS(l) = STRAIi'. IK i. - DIRECTION.
EPS<2) = STRAIN IN R - DIRECTION.
EPS<3) = TANPtMIAL STRAIN.




CO 200 I =
= tPSU)
S1GU) = 0.
CO 200 J = lf<*
Slti(i-) V= SIG(I) +
200 CONTINUE
DO 210 I = !•<*
ul"AT(NtL»IrJ) * tPS(J)
210 CONTINUE
IF(NtL.L£.NRI6U) t.0 TO 890
CALL ARE«A(UKL(NtL,l) , IoKL(NKL»2) »IJKL(NEL»3) » TJKL(NEL»"+) .AREA)
RA1E = AREA / LELNMl(NtL)














































































































































































CON.MGN /bLK3/ XK(iMF) ,APF(MAX) , IMAX. IHR, IHBI .LT.LAST
COMMON /ULK4/ SThi^ NE.LS.'*) .WAT <NELS»4«4) .OELNMKKAX) .POP
CONN'.CM /bLK5/ UE(NtLS.4.4) .SlGBA(NELS) .DSIGBA(NFLS) »OE|_L»YSTRS.
1 Fl^'C.FN.Ul.OAD,FEL,P^AX.IJLMAX
CO^^•C^1 /bLK7/ UST«S(NELS.4) , ARK (NELS.4) »AZM(NF;LS.4) .RTT (NELS) .
1 AOJ(NELb)
COMC.ur'/BLKb/INCR.HUrHTHtNELS) . VOlDI .ALAMDA .DEPTH.PP





DO 900 NtL = l.MbC
III = NEL + NRiGjJ
DO 100 I = 1»4
II = IJKLdllri) * 2 + LAST
UGtl) = XKtII-1)
100 UGil+U) - XK(II)
DO 110 1 = 1»8
UL(I) = 0.
DO 110 J = 1,8
110 ULU) = UL(I) + TK(NEL.I.J) * UG(J)
WRlTb<6,620) UG
WR1TE(6,6?.0) UL
E? '= <-UL(l)+UL<2>+t!L<3>-UL(<*)) / (2.*XXL(NEL) )
ER = <-UL<b)+UL(6J-MIL(7>-UL(8>) / (2.*XXL(NEL))
= DMAlUII.ltl) * E2 + UMAT(III,1,2) * ER




DSTRSdl i .D = Slto^





EKU • ' -
I»ELT.SIH NA5A*TPF?.StTDh'. ..111055121110
SUbRODTINE StTUP
CON.MON /bLKiv h(6)»H(6) .ARC*) .BRC»)
* BNU) rCNC«) .Dh4(<4) . TYPt A («.i»).TYPE6 («»,«*) .TYPEC (t| .14) »TYPEE«»,4) .






































































































































































































CONST = E*XNU / (U.+XNU)*(1.-XNU*2.) >
SHEAR = E / (2.*(1. + XNU»







DO 1001 I = 1.4
DO 100 J = 1*4
100 D(J*I) = 0(1*0)
600 FORWAT(//» FOK FJRST«* 14,• ELEMENTS* THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL PRO
* PERTIES ARE USED TO FORM ELASTIC MATRIX (D>'/' E ='*P20.7*









IPT = 6 ' ' " [ . •' • . - • ' ••' ' . ' ' 'A A = o . . • - . • • - . • • • • . . • • • • • . : . - . • . . . - . . . -
DO 100 i = I.IPT
• • • " • > ' • = Ml.)-' • • ' ' - ' . • ' • • • / • : • ' ; • • • • ' • . " • ' : •
.-. DO 100 J = I.IPT
•.. Y = H ( o > ' . . ' . . • " , . • : " • ' . ' ' • . " ' ' • • ' ' . • • • ' . • . • ' • - '
AA = AA + *(1) * w(J) * F(X.t.IT)
100 CONTINUE :
 : .












































































































































































liELl 'SIH NA?A*IPFS.F» , . H4U66121110
FUNCTION F (X.Y.IT)
COMMON /bLKl/ W(b) >H<6) .AR(4) »HR(4) .CR(4) ,A><4) ,HZ(4) ,C7U) .
* PN<4) >CN<4) .ON (4) .TYPLA(4.4) .TYPEb<4.4) ,TYPtC(U»4) »TYPEE<4»4) r
* TYPE.F (4.4) .TYPEG'IH.4) » Ao .BO'CO.RT.Rb .RA ,RC . 1C. JC .KC.LC .NFL
COMMON /bLKA/y.N
C X STANDS FOR ZhAl IN ZHAI - EITA COOP.U.
C Y STANDS HOH til A IN ZHAI - EITA COORD.
t FB = DET. OK JACOB I.
C FC = IN') » <R)
FB = AO + dO * X + CO * »
FC = ( RT + RB * A + RA * Y + RC * X * Y) / 4.
GO TO (1U.20.3U.40.50.60) . IT
10 F = (AR(M)+BR(M)*A+CR(M)*Y) » ( AR (N ) +RR <N ) *X+C.R ( N ) *Y ) /FB
F = F * t-C
RETURN
20 F — ( AZ (M)+RZ (1" :•) *X+CZ (M) *Y ) * ( AR (N ) + BR (N ) *X+CR ( N) *Y.) /FB
F = F * FC
RETURN'
30 F = (1 .+bN(yi)*X+Ci\,(V)*Y+ON(M)*X*Y) * ( AR (NJ+BR (N1) *X+CR(N> *Y) / 32
RETURN
40 F = (AZ(M)+HZ(N)*X+CZ(M>*Y) * ( AZ (N ) +PZ <N> *X+CZ (N > *Y ) /FB
F = K * FC
RETUHN
50 F = (l.+bN(M)*X+CMP)*Y+|jN(N|>*y*Y) * ( AZ (N)+BZ (M)*X+CZ(N) *Y) / 64
RETURN
60 F = (l.+bN(M)*X+CN(N')*Y + DNlH)*X*Y) *




SUBFtCI IT 1NE A RE A A ( iC , JC . KC .LC . AREA )
PAHAKETtlrt NOUS=3uu.N£Lii— 2bO »NF=20000 »"AX=f,00
COMMON /bLKf,/ SItiK.SIGZ.i>IGT.TAUZR.D(4,4) ,STIFF(8,8) .KK(NELS.S) .
1 R(NOOS) .Z(NODS) . lOTUIS(MAX)
AI = (R(jC)-tt(lC)) * (Z(LC)-Z(IC) ) - (R(LC)-K(IO) * (Z<JC)-Z(IC)
AJ = (R(KC)-R(JC) ) * (Z(LC)-Z(JC) ) - (R(LC)-R(JC) ) * (Z(KC)-Z(JC)
IF(Al.LT.O) AI = -«I
IF(AJ.LT.O) AJ = -AJ





PARAMETER NOUS=3uU «NELS=iJ60 .NF=20000 .MAX=f,00
COMMON /OLK3/ XK (HF ). APF (MAX) . IMAX . IHP . IHBI »LT .LAST
C
C
C GET CONCEHTRATtO LOAD IF THERE IS ANY
hRiTt(6.b77)
DO 920 NC = l.NAPC
Rc.ALM5.b40) NODE.HZ.Pk
WR I TF ( 6 . 6tiW ) MOPE . FZ . PR
11 = (NOUE-1) * 2
APF(1I+1) = HZ












































































































































































677 FOhWAT(///IPX.'APPLIED C. LOAD'//5X»'NODE',1 OX.'FORCE TO 7'»5X»»





THIS SUoROlillNc IS TP CALCULATE THF EQUIVALENT NODAL LOADS.
/bl.K?/ incurs.*) »IoKL(KELS>4> ,DFlrOE2
COMMON /bLK3/ XKUK) .AHF IMAY) . IVAXr l hn . lHB I f LT .LAST
COfoKON /BLK6/ Sl t iK.SlG/ .bI t>T»TAUZR»D(u r 4 ) ,ST1FF(6,8) rKK(NFLS»8) t




R E A D ( 5 ' 5 U O ) NLDF.l
V * K I T t ( 6 r f a O O ) NLnti-




II = (KC-1) * 2 + 1
JJ = (LC-1) * 2 + 1
AP(-( I I ) = APF(II) + EOL




510 FORMATI315)600 FC'KK«T(///« CALCULATION OF EQUIVALENT NODAL LOAD'/
* ' NUMRtR oF LO«DtD ELEMENTS = '»I4/
* • ELEM







K = K '* rt
DO 100 I = 1»K










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Card 1: FOBMAT (20A4)
TITLE - Title of the problem
Card 2: FORMAT (1015)
(1) INODE - No. of nodes
(2) NELEM - No. of elements
(3) NAPC - No. of applied point load
(4) NBC - No. of interface element
(5) NINCR - No. of load increment
(6) NCYCL - a dummy
(7) ICASE = 0 for plastic analysis
(8) NRIGD - No. of rigid element
(9) NULOAD - No. of uniformly loaded element
Card 3: FORMAT (8F10.4)
(1) YSTRS - a dummy
(2) DELL
(3) ZETA - "
(4) PMAX - Maximum load one wants to apply
(5) DLMAX - a dummy
Card 4: FORMAT (4F20.5)
(1) DZI - Shear modulus for interface element
(2) DRI - Rotational modulus for interface
1-45
Card 5: FORMAT (4F20.5)
(1) EC - Modulus of elasticity for rigid element'
(2) XNUC - Poisson's ratio for rigid element
(3) ES - Modulus of elasticity for soil
(4) XNUS - Poisson's ratio for soil
Card 6: FORMAT (8F10.4)
(1) PI - Angle of friction in degree
(2) SMALLK - Swelling index
(3) XI - Adhesion (for interface element)
(4) VOIDI - Initial void ratio
(5) PO - Initial density
(6) DEPTH - Maximum depth of soil
(7) ALAMDA - Compression index
(8) EPSLON - Angle of friction for interface element
Card 7: FORMAT (2F10.4, 215)
(1) Z(I) - Z - Coordinate value (downward positive)
(2) R(I) - R - Coordinate value
(3) IZ = 0 if free to Z-direction
= 1 if note
(4) IR = 0 if free to R-direction
= 1 if note
Repeat INODE times in the order of node number
Card 8: FORMAT (415)
4 node numbers of an element in counter-clockwise. Repeat
NELEM times in the order of element number. Ordering of
element should be:
1-46
(1) Rigid element (2) interface element
(3) soil element
*Card(s) 9: FORMAT (1015)
(1) ID(I, 1) - Element number left to I— interface element
(2) ID(I,2) - Element number right to I— interface element
Repeat NBC/5 times with 5 -sets of data on one card
fNot required if NBC=0
Card(s) 10: FORMAT (15, 2F15.6)
(1) NODE - Node number with point load
(2) PZ - Z-component
(3) PR - R-component
Repeat NAPC times
Not required if NAPC=0
rVc
Card 11: FORMAT (15, F20.9)
(1) NLDEL - No. of uniformly loaded elements
(2) ULOAD - Load intensity (compression is positive)
it
Card(s) 12: FORMAT (315)
(1) NOL - Loaded element number
(2) NLFT - Node No. at left
(3) NRHT - Node No. at right
Repeat NLDEL times








Let D = D, »
Form stiffness matrix for
rigid element if there is any
Form stiffness matrix for
interface element if there is any
Form stiffness matrix for
soil elements
Assemble stiffness matrices
in global form applying
boundary condition*
Form incremental force vector































a,.- a + da/2
Yes'




Assemble in global form
Solve for du
Update geometry and compute
new void ratio
Compute a<j and write
UT = UT + du and write








































SETUP Assigns necessary constants for integrations
INPUT Reads and writes input data, and gets ready for the
first linear elastic solution.
ZERO Clear a given matrix.
DMATRX Computes D( . and forms D = D( <> + D( j
if dF> 0 For a given elementT ~~
STIFF 1 Forms submatrices of stiffness matrices
GAUSS Integrates by Gaussian quadrature
F Gives functions to be integrated
FRICTN Updates interface moduli and forms interface element
stiffness.
AREAA Computes cross sectional area of an element.
ELASTC Forms elastic matrix D( ^
ASSEMB Assembles stiffness matrices into global stiffness
matrix applying boundary conditions'.
PTLOAD Reads and writes applied point load if there is any.
EQLOAD Reads and writes applied uniform load and computes
equivalent nodal forces.
DISPL Calls FACTOR and SOLTN, and writes du for first 10 nodes.
FACTOR Factors the given simultaneous eqns. in one dimensional
'' array.
SOLTN Backward substituion is performed to give a set of
' solutions.
STRAIN Computes incremental strains and stresses. Also
1-51
computes new void ratio.
INTFAC Computes incremental stresses for interface element
if there is any.
STIFF2 Forms stiffness matrix using D.
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PART II
DYNAMICS OF WHEEL-SOIL INTERACTION
II -1. INTRODUCTION
Deformations and stresses of soil media under a moving wheel
are complex phenomena. A rate-dependent inelastic behavior associated
with inertia effects must be considered. Somewhat simplified analyses
have been reported by various authors. Earlier contributions to the
wheel-soil interaction by Bekker were followed by Micklethwaite £2],
Evans [3], Uffelmann [4], and Bekker [5]. Rigorous experimental and
theoretical studies on this subject have also been reported by
Onaffeko and Reece [6], Wong and Reece [7,8]. Yong and Webb [9] and
Schuring [10] studied energy dissipation in soil-wheel interaction
from the viewpoint of viscoplasticity. Windisch and Yong [11] further
examined the strain-rate phenomena and presented a method of computing
soil displacements and strain rates from the experiment-based "marker
position". In contrast to these studies, Perumpral, Liljedahl and
Perloff [12] used the finite element method to calculate stresses and
deformations due to a rigid wheel interaction. They used variable
modulus of elasticity determined from the stress-strain curve of the
triaxial tests but ignored the effects of inertia and rate-dependency.
Elsamny and Ghobarah [13] studied the stress field in the soil
mass under the loading of a rigid cylindrical wheel on the verge of
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spinning. However, the fact that the kinematic characteristics of the
wheel and the velocity boundary conditions on the wheel-soil interface
is ignored has been criticized by Wong [14]. More recently, Kloc [15]
presented analytical, formulations on mechanical interaction of a driven
roller on soil slopes. In this study, a gravitating cohesive-frictional
soil was considered with Kotter's quasi-static equilibrium equations
applied to a plastic stress configuration (Mohr-Coulomb criteria) sat-
isfying Shield's velocity conditions along the characteristic lines.
Energy dissipation was not considered in this study.
In the present study we propose a rational approach in which
the rate-dependent inelastic properties together with effects of inertia
are adequately taken into account. Equilibrium conditions for wheel-
soil interaction reported by Onaffeko and Reece [6] and Wong and Reece
T7] are used to obtain radial and tangential stresses at the interface.
Although the nonisothermal conditions may be considered without special
difficulties in the framework of continuum mechanics and irreversible
thermodynamic process, the present study is limited to an isothermal
condition. The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion appears to dominate most
of the wheel-soil interaction studies. However, in view of the fact that
the soil behaves as a strain-hardening material, in general, rather than
perfectly plastic or rigid plastic material, we will overcome such defi-
ciency by using the concept of critical state soil mechanics.
In what follows we make use of the internal state variable
approaches of Coleman and Gurtin [16] and Perzyna and Wojno [17]
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However, a basic difference from their approach is introduced in the
present study such that the free energy functional containing inelastic
behavior is not considered smooth for its entire domain of histories.
Rather, we assume a form of discretized free energy as a function of
elastic strains, plastic strains and internal or hidden variables of
incremental quantity considered to be valid only for a small time
interval or a fraction of loading increments. Here the hidden varia-
bles may represent a viscous or physicochemical" behavior, properties
other than what is commonly known as "elastic" and "plastic". Once
the form of incremental free energy containing all nonlinear functions
is prescribed for a small time interval, then the superposition of
these nonlinear terms is permissible. Namely, the plastic material
kernel may be calculated from the independent viscoelastic responses
within this small time interval. Thus the histories can be carried
over from one time increment to another until desired histories are com-
pleted. This will be accomplished by a suitable difference operator.
To represent inelastic behavior of soil we use the concept of
critical state [IS] and yield surface of Roscoe and Burland [1? ].
A derivation of the plastic tangent stiffness matrix based on this
theory in the context of incremental theory of plasticity and its fi-
nite element applications were presented in Part I of this report. It
should be noted that the particular internal state variable approach
used here in conjunction with incremental free energy expression leads
to a valid coupling of the completely independent plasticity theory and
the rate dependent hidden variables.
Numerical examples are presented to demonstrate effectiveness of
the present method. The well-known finite element method [2.0,21 j is
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utilized in the computation.
II - 2. BALANCE OF ENERGY AND LINEAR MOMENTUM
We record here the principle of conservation of energy which
states that the time rate of change of the kinetic energy k plus the
internal energy U is equal to R, the mechanical power on the system.
R + U = R (1)
Here the superposed dot indicates a time rate, and




U =1 pPdV (3)
V
R-I
 PF v dVf I s v n.dA (4a)1 o • i i
 •'A
in which p is the density, v, is the velocity component;
 e is the
i i Jinternal energy density; F is the body force; s is the surface
traction; and n^ is the unit normal to the surface. Using the Green -
Gauss theorem, (4a) becomes
R =
I
Now, inserting (2) and (4b) into (1) yields
= 0 (5)I
'V
For the principle of balance of linear momentum to hold and for
arbitrary volumes we must have
al +




pe " a VJM = a Y41 (7)
Here o and Yt are the stress tensor and strain tensor; the comma
denotes ordinary differentiation; and aj is the acceleration. It
should be noted that equations (2) through (7) refer to rectangular
cartesian coordinates. We regard (7) as the balance of energy.
II - 3. INCREMENTAL FREE ENERGY FUNCTIONS
In view of the earlier discussion our objective is to propose
a form of free energy functions in incremental quantity such that
the non-smooth or inelastic strains may be included for a small time
interval At. por isothermal conditions, the incremental free energy
$ (At) and stresses Q (At) are assumed to be functions of incremental
(e) (p)
strains Yj.(At) = Yji(dit) + Yij(At) and incremental internal state
(r) (r)(e) <r)( p> .
variables (or hidden variables) ^(At) = rvu (At) + <*u (At)
where (e) and (p) represent elastic and plastic components, respec-
tively. This statement may be given by
(e) ( p) (rH.) (r )( p)
*(At) - m[Yu(At), Yu(At), r^ , (At), cei j (At)] (8)
uU(At) - a[Yj] (At), YijP(At), a,/(At), ^/(At) (9)
For isothermal conditions, the free energy is the same as the
internal energy so that
t J.
p$ - pe " a Yu
or for the small time interval At,
<4(At) = a1J(At)(Y(i(At) + Y^At)) (10)
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At this point we introduce here the incremental form of free
energy in a truncated Taylor series expansion,
II Jk4 (•) <e> i *i jk-4 ( p) ( p)
p*(AO -E Y, V + iE" V Yj
LI




(e) (p\)(vtj + vj ) (ID
r=l
1 J k *1 J k-
where E and E represent tensors of elastic and plastic
Ukfl
moduli, respectively; |( ) are stiffness constants associated with
the internal variables. Note that (11) has the form of truncated
Taylor series expansion only to include quadratic terms. However,
(e) (p)
the product term of Y, j and Yt is missing. This is because the
coupling of elastic and plastic strains can be obtained using any
one of the failure theories and an explicit material kernel relating
C •) ( p)
the product of Y and Y is nonexisting.
( r)
Lastly, cvj, defined here as the internal variables represent
time dependent physicochemical properties or simply a viscous be-






where T is the time variable and T(r j is the relaxation time. In
order to facilitate an explicit integration we assume a linear vari-
•
ation of Yj within the time interval At given by
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where
 s is the current time step. Substituting (13) in (12) and
performing integration we obtain
( r ) . ( r ) ( r ) , _ v ( r ) . . . ( r ) . , .
„, ( s ) = £ ^ ( s l J + B y C a l J + CY ( s ^1 i 1 J 1 J 1 J
in which
A = exp(-^ r— ) , . . B = T(r)( D - A )
r) (0 (r)
C - T(p)(l- D ), D =
The derivation of these parameters is given in Appendix 1.
Rewriting (10) for the current time step (") as










 N _iJk^..(e; v .V 1 Jk-Mr)(r ) , . , .(')v(«)/ , -> (r).(e)







 s/, . , . . . (17)
Here (16) represents the relationship
i J 6$
)
which states that the stresses are derivable from the free energy
functions. It should be noted that, in our specific problem, this
stress is due to an elastic strain and a law governing the plastic
strain and stress is needed to obtain the stress due to a total
strain. The relationship (17) may be considered as the dissipation
which plays a significant role in heat conduction problems. However,
for the isothermal conditions as considered in the present study, the
entire terms of (17) need not be used in the analysis. Only the first
term will be recovered as we apply a yield criterion in (16).
II - 4. INELASTIC RESPONSE
Extensive research has been carried out at Cambridge University
by Roscoe and his colleagues [19 ] on the subject of the critical state
soil mechanics. The yield criteria adopted herewere originally pro-
posed by Roscoe and Burland [19] „ A plastic tangent matrix in the context
of the incremental theory of plasticity was derived by the authors •
[22, 23..Z4 J .A new method of checking conditions of yielding is elaborated
in Part I of this report. For the purpose of reference we repeat the




dCT = (E + E )dY^ (.18)
A close examination of (16) reveals that
 a ( * ) is the total
stress due to the elastic component of strain and internal variable
for the current time step. On the other hand, (18) represents an
incremental stress for a fraction of loading increments with inelas-
tic strain coupled. It is then immediately clear that if the visco-
elastic stress as given by (16) is used to calculate E'- within
the time interval and if we proceed with (18) with iterative cycling
*1 Jk"2
for further updating E without participation of the viscous part
of (16), then at the end of the time interval the total strain reached
simply reflects the coupling of viscoelastic and plastic properties.
Thus from (16) and (20), we obtain,
n
=1
'^ +^ V^'* <19>
Note that viscoelastic strain is now associated with the total strain
as coupling is established.
II - 5. FINITE ELEMENT EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The finite element method is widespread in engineering appli-
cations [11,12]. No elaboration on this method is attempted here.
In view of (7), (2) and (3) we rewrite (1) as
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r ... r u. f «•.
I
 P U i U , d V + la Y t J d V - I P u,
JV «Jv "'V
dV - 0 (20)
Here the body force pF = F alone is considered merely for sim-
plicity. The surface traction can easily be added later if needed.
In the present study we use the plane strain isoparametric
element with 4 corner nodes. This gives the linear variation of dis-
placements in the form
ui
N
where YN is the interpolation function and ut is the nodal values
of displacements u (1 = 1,2) and N = 1,2,3,4.
The strain tensor is given by
ViJ = 2(ui'J + uj'i> <22)
Inserting (25) in (26) yields
YU = A N i j u k (23)
where
* 1 k k
N1J 2 'Nl J * N J 1 /
In view of (21), (23) and (20) we have
u" + |a 1 V k M 1 dV - I FkY..dV}uk « 0 (25)
»• "1J I H ' »
«/V ^V
. N
For all arbitrary values of u we require the terms inside the bracket
to vanish, which yields
.. ••" .1 U* (26)
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To obtain an incremental form of (26), we take a variation or




A* l j dV=dF N k (29)
(30)
V
Introducing the incremental stress (19) into (29) yields
W , ( e )^k (t>)?k M (V),)due <•> - dF M k <0 + dF M k <
J^k (eHk (p)^k
in which CHN, KH , and KMN are the viscosity matrix, elastic
stiffness matrix and plastic stiffness matrix, respectively,
n
I J nn( r ) .£ k
!r) C A ANBndV (31)
1 J m n
E
1 Jmn Ji k
E
(v )
The pseudo viscous load vector dF is given by
(V) I ^2, 1 jmn(r)(r ), , k
dFkll. = I \ e,.% A a_(.i-l)AMlldV
I J m n ( r ) ^ k .H.
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The expression (30) is called the finite element equations of
motion.
II - 6. SOLUTION PROCEDURE FOR INCREMENTAL
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
A solution of (30) can easily be obtained by any scheme of direct
numerical integration [13]. In this study, a constant acceleration for
a small time increment is assumed, which gives a recurrence formula for
displacements, velocities and accelerations in the form,
At Atp (e)>2k -Ck ..M. . (a ) (y 1 ;
{MMM + 2-CMN + — < K«N +K*N>lduJe(i) "dV -«"Wi)-<W)
(35)
where
M A t ** * *M
{du. <•-!> + -7- du£(«-i^} (36)
-f ^ d i i ( » - i > + d\i< •) (37)
M. Atp M. . At3 M, . .M,
= du.(a"n •«- -y dii^^-n + — du^^8' + fltdu^f e-D (38)
M
Initially all terms associated with <a-i) are zero and dU0( • ' in (35)
can be solved from given initial and boundary conditions. Subsequently,
M U
du_g( s ) and du^ B ' are calculated from (38). These responses or his-
tories are then carried to the next time increment and back to (35).
However, for the second increment it is necessary to check yield con-
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ditions and a standard incremental loading method of iteration [14]
can be applied to each time increment with the total dynamic load on
the structure. ,
II - 7. EQUIVALENT DYNAMIC WHEEL LOADS
Theoretical and experimental studies for the prediction of rigid
and flexible wheel performance on soil have been reported by various
authors as mentioned in Introduction. Oriaffeko and Reece [6]
presented practical procedures in determining radial and tangential
stresses along' the wheel-soil interface. Wong and Reece [7,8] derived
expressions for sinkage, drawbar pull and torque input based on the
plate penetration test but with considerations of the important aspects
of the slip and the actual interaction between the wheels, and spil.
In the present study the finite element equivalent nodal dynamic
loadings are determined from the expressions for radial and tangential
stresses given by Onaffekoand Reece [6] and explicit, forms ,of these stresses
as elaborated by Wong and Reece may also be used (See Appendix 2).
In order to compare the dynamic rate-dependent elastoplastic re-,-
sponses with the results of Perumpral, et al ['12] who neglected the
effects of inertia and rate-dependency, we consider here the identical
geometry and material constants. The discretized wheel-soil medium










Distributions of radial and tangential stresses on the rim of
a 49 in. x 6 in. wide wheel on compact sand with 3.1% slip and 41.4%
slip are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. Equivalent
nodal loadings as calculated from the tributary area method in Figures
2 and 3 are shown in Figure 4. It is seen that the area under the curve
corresponding to the wheel-soil contact area for each finite element
may be conveniently approximated by the equivalent rectangular block.
It should be noted that as the slippage increases the vertical down-
ward loads decrease whereas the horizontal loads increase in the direction
opposite to the wheel movement.
II - 8. DEFORMATION AND STRESS FIELDS
The equations of motion in assembled form for all finite elements
are solved as described in Section II - 6. In order to compare the
results for all possible effects, the computer program (Appendix 3) was
written with many optional versions. Various cases studied include
static analyses for elastic and elastoplastic responses and dynamic
analyses for elastic, viscoelastie and viseoelastuples tic responses.
The material constants used are soil modulus E^" 2000 psijPoisson's
ratio v( = 0.45, angle of internal friction $=36 , density y = 0.05787
Pflij relaxation time T = 0.1 sec (r = 1, 2, 3), compression indexdo " r • • • i ' •
^ = 0.05, and swelling index H = 0.0001. These constants are chosen
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to correspond to the compact sand which is used in the equivalent load
representation as shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4. For dynamic analyses,
a time increment At = 0.0006 Sec. for viscoelastoplastic response and
At = 0.0003 Sec. for other responses are used.
Figure 5 shows these various responses at node No. 31. For
static analyses, the elastoplastic displacement in the vertical direc-
tion is slightly larger than the elastic behavior. For dynamic analyses,
the viscoelastic and viscoelastoplastic responses are considerably
smaller than elastic and elastoplastic behavior. Once again, effects
of plasticity result in larger deformations for both viscous and
nonviscous cases.
The vector representations of elastoplastic deformations;for the
static analysis are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Deformations for 41.4%
slip are larger than these for 3.1% slip. For the case of dynamic
analysis (41.4% slip) the curvilinear transient deformation vectors
for viscoelastoplastic response are shown in Figure 8. These vectors
represent the time history from t = 0 to t •= 0.6 sec. No doubt that
the effects of inertia under dynamic loads caused larger deformations
than under static loads but energy dissipation through the viscous
behavior retarded the motion considerably in comparison with the non-
viscous cases as noted in Figure 5. Deformed shapes for dynamic visco-
























































































































Figure 4: Equivalent Nodal Forces as
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From the deformation fields various stress components are cal-
culated and the results shown in the form of isobars in Figures 10
through 21. In the region close to the wheel the major principal
stresses due to the elastoplastic deformations are smaller than those
of Ref. [12] as shown in Figures 10 and 11 for 3.1% slip and 41.4% slip,
respectively. Slightly larger major principal stresses develop at the
mid-depth for the 3.1% slip. For the case of maximum shear stresses
(Figures 12 and 13) the present analysis gives larger values than
Ref0 [12] for 3.1% slip, but this trend is reversed for 41.4% slip. In
general, the maximum shear stresses for the 3.1% slip are larger than
for the 41.4% slip, the same trend as in the case of major principal
stresses. Dynamic elastoplastic major principal stresses and maximum
shear stresses for 3.1% slip at t-0.072 sec., 0.15 sec.,£1.228 sec..,.0.3 Isec.,
0.6 sec. are shown in Figures 14 through 17. Variations of stresses
with time until maximum stresses are reached are clearly shown. The
effects of viscosity or rate-dependent plasticity for 3.1% slip at
t=0.3 sec. and t=0.6 sec. are shown in Figures 18 and 19, respectively.
The same information for 41.4% slip is given in Figures 20 and 21. It
is seen that as the slip increases the major principal and maximum shear
stresses tend to decrease.
II-9. CHARACTERIZATION OF SOIL MECHANICS PARAMETERS
Studies on deformation and stress fields as described in Section
II-7 indicate that constitutive relationships for the soil behavior sig-



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































interaction cannot be understood properly if incorrect judgement or
oversimplification in the theoretical formulation obscures the true
deformation and stress fields. For this reason, the present study
was devoted to a new approach in which rate-dependent inelastic be-
havior coupled with effects of inertia was considered.
The analysis presented in the previous sections becomes the step-
stone for characterizing the soil mechanics parameters more realistic-
ally. Of course, all the results obtained here are based on hypothetical
material constants. However, if the analytical formulations are cor-
rect, then the wheel-soil interaction data as observed qualitatively
and quantitatively may be used to correlate with material constants.
Such characterization can be achieved by holding some of the material
parameters constant and comparing the load-deformation data between
the calculated and observed .values.
Because the present study does not include the dust cloud motion
behind the lunar rover the observed rooster-tailing cannot be related
to the material characterization. However, the sinkage of the rover
wheel together with the vehicle performance data can be used for corre-
lation with deformation and stress fields as mentioned in the previous
paragraph.
II-1Q. CONCLUSIONS
The main objective of the present study was to introduce a feasible
constitutive relationship for soil deformation and stress fields under a
moving wheel. The load transmitted by the moving wheel is dynamic rather
11-90
than static. The soil is dissipative media in which inelastic defor-
mation of the soil is governed by the rate-dependent plasticity or
viscoeiastoplaslicity. The yield surface theory of Roscoe and Burland
is utilized here for inelastic behavior. The internal variables are
then introduced to account for rate-dependent viscous behavior. Ef-
fects of soil inertia are included. Combinations of all of these pro-
perties result in dynamic analysis of viscoelastoplastic media.
The numerical results obtained here appear very reasonable. Com-
parisons with the results of other investigators are made and devia-
tions are believed to be due to more rigorous treatment of material
behavior considered in the present study. In order to verify the im-
pact of the theoretical formulations given here, however, additional
comparison study through experimental data is needed.
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APPENDIX 1
DERIVATION OF INTERNAL (HIDDEN) VARIABLES
(r)
Consider the internal variable a
where Yj ,(T) may be considered to vary linearly within the small
time interval At,
U(t) - Yu(t-At)] (A-2)
Substituting (A-2) in (A-l),
tH-At
At
 \ (r) 1
— j
 a i J ( t -A t ) +J
- A t \ ( r ) f c
exp | -— ) Q-J j ( t -f l t ) + I exp
t-At
At-t+.T- .






+ [ - exp
{,) . .
— «P — ] t.Atv,,(t>
JL. f - ( t -T^
 A
 T < * > / - ( t - r) \ ^ .
- -^ exp I— I + —~ exp I —— J] YU
" \ ( r ) / \ C r ) / t ~ A t
= exp [fl- [1-




C r ) f ,
a ) J (t-A t)
( r )
+ fl - —— [1 - exp ( r ) ( r )
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( r ) ( r ) .







CONTACT STRESSES AT WHEEL-SOIL INTERFACE
The vertical and horizontal forces and torque of a wheel rotating on
horizontal ground with constant velocity are given by
f91 f01f I a(R)cosgd9 + I T(W - rbf  Q 9  
 T 9)sin9de]
D = rbf I




in which a(0) and 7(9) are the average radial and tangential stress across
i
the wheel width of b(Fig. 2-1).
The location of the point of the maximum radial stress may be expressed
as
BM = (Ci + C31)0l
where J is the slip (%) defined by
and Cxand C^, are the constants [14-17] given in Table 1.
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In the region between Ql and QH or the front region, the radial stress
is given by [18]
n
av(9) = (K^ b)^ ) (cos e- cos 0t
n
where the constants Kt , K., , and n are shown in Table 1. The radial stress






The shear stress around the rim is given by [14,15],
(9)
where C is the cohesion, and
^ (l
-r
(5 " —'f (e1-0)-(l-i)(sin e^sin 9)}
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In the above expressions 9 is still not known but can be determined
from the expression of the vertical force W,
W » rb{|ai(9)cos Qde +1 aa(0)cos
o
T1(6)sin ede + T3(e)sin
'
Where
' '- - '-• (e)tan= |c+Cr1
T3(6) = fc+ aa(9)tan fl-
If the magnitude of W is given then the above integration may be carried
out by the Simpson's rule and Q is solved in terms of known values.
With the value of Ql known, we can then calculate the radial and
tangential stresses.
Finally, the wheel sinkage ZQ is determined from
ZQ = (1- cos S1)r
APPENDIX 3
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING
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COhfON XbLtvO/ 1 IIi.ti(20) f INUnt f N'ELEM f NAPC f NHf f W A C T f ISW < 5 )
COf--if.-UN /bLK2/ IDdit- f 2) f loKLUviELSf 1) f R(NF1) f 7(NFT) »KK(MELbf 8)
COi-iHUh /oL^3/ XKHMX) fP (NF) , 1MAX f IHBf IHP1, LTfLASI pNFREt
WKi l t ( f a tb2U) MACIfNI
fVU KV^'All// ' FUKLF VLCIOK bIZF = « » i 5 » « NI = '»m/)
Nh = LAS I + NFHFt
l»'K11t (bf ubr1) ( X K L l i ) f I=MMf NN)
CALL FACIOH(AKL f Ihb f IHb l f L I f LAS I fNKREF)











































































































DO 2faO I = l»NbC
J = ll-l)*i! + 1 + LAST
JJ = J + 1
2HO W K l T b ( b r b l O ) 1 » XKi. < J ) r XKL ( JJ)
600 FOKMAT(// / 1UX> 'ULUHAL DISPLACEMENT ' / /5X » »N|OUF ' •
110x»'?-OiSPL', inx» 'P-DlSHL')
610 F O H M A T ( 5 X » i U » 2 t ? U . V )
RETUKN
ENU
l«El.l »SIH NASA*IPM .SIHAi iMr • r*:2blbll30610
SUbKuniNE SI RAT MM)
PAKAHHtK IMF i r iSu.hFLS^lbOrMXr 5000 iNF=NI-T*?
COKKUl XbLKO/ 1 T l i_t(20) . iNOOt . NFLEM »NAPC >NflC rMACl » I 5 W < b )
CONir/UM /bLM/ k v ( 4 J » H ( U ) >M<(.H) r P R ( 4 ) >CRU) , A 7 ( U ) >bZ ( t ) » C Z ( t t ) >
* HM«») f C w U ) rlJI, (H; » ItPtA K 4 » < ( ) .TYHEb l t f t ) » T Y P t C ( t 4 » 4 ) »TYpEU(4 r4 ) >
* A O » b O » t u » 1C » JLnsoLCfiMfL
COMvcti /LlLK?/ iOlKl- rk l ) » IuKL(KEI S > 4 ) f K ( N F T ) > 7 ( M F T ) »KK(Nfc.Lb,8>
COf'iN'UN /uLK?/ XKuu« iX) »Hdvf- ) t 1 M A X » IHPr THfU • LT rl. A«!1 >NFKfiE
COMIV.UN /oL^'^/Ot ( J. J) » A | [ . ( 1 » 1) , A O ( 3 r ? ) » H D ( 3 » ? ) »ST IFF(6»B) rCM<t )>(U »
* V t i f b f H ) ^Ai( lN^L c ; ) V
COwMCh /bLKS/ (>R(ist l .bf J) r SI l» A IP (NFLS '^ ) > ALPHA > R F T A r GAMMA »DELT » XX •
* Al . X M U • t f S ^ • S ^ S » vu IU l rC«PA,KAFn»BtT
COMMON /bLNft/ cT Cud S » b r J) r ANM(NtLS»4 ) r A^M ( Ntl.S t H ) »AOJ(NELS)
CO^lMO^| /uLKh/ LPliMtL br Jf J) fPHIN^tNtLbf i )
LINiEhSlON U t 4 ) r V l t ) »L( J» J)
t
hKITt ( f a r b O U ) Ni
C
DO ^U(l NtL = l»Mtt-cK
00 20H I = 1 »M
IN = I JKLd\lt:Lr i )
11 = UN-1) * t + i + I.A5.1
V ( I ) = XKHIi )
200 U < i ) = XKL(I i+ i )
620 FOKMATUblb.b)
L
CO 210 £ = 1 '6
DO 210 J = 1 r3
210 0<i r J) = l ) h » < i \ i f c L » l » o )
«.





i:o lun I = i»4
t? = f-Z - AH,', Ir.FL. 1 > * V ( I ) / Af i j (KhL)
tl> = H< - H7i«( l \ iFL»D * Mi l ) / A O J ( N F L )
ll:U fch- = O, - l A K M ( H t L » I ) * Ud) + / l^Mlh'bL»I) * V ' l ) ) / AUJ(MEL)
SlolV = U(i.l) * c_£ + bdr t ) * FK
SI(jK« = u t ^ . ^ l * i_f< + \j (£ : • ! ) * F-2
Sl'C/'K = u ( j r ^ ) * uK
nMJ hf.|."«Tl Ibi /h lS.fi J
(,
GtMNt l i l ) - bltv^ + GH(l- 'LL»l)





















































of i j fmTjn
(iooo<4'- ino


















1 1 1 1 1 1










































< v H ( f , t l » 3 ) - bHtftK + t > H t f ' t L i ~ ? )
S l K A l l - tK'cLl 1 ) = biOC'^
S.lK« 1H (NtLi?) = biO'-K
SlrtAiP flMtL »."">) = briL/.K
*,
C CON-PHIF l 'KlM~iKAL Sl^tSb.l CPI/P. iq POC,niVF HE HE)
«.
bOK - t ( (Oh luhL • i > - UudsHLm)) / 2 • > **t + UM < Mil- 1 1 ) +*? i ** . L>
Sbi = djHlt.Ll-i1) + MUI'tL»?) ) / <:•
f-Hii\lb(NtLii) = Sui t Si»h
hl.'ltwb tl'MKL ICL ) = Viji - Sly*-




Vvialt (b iu lO) (i. Uud'o) i J = l i 3 ) i ( P h T K S H i K ) i K = l iJ)iI = 1 iN'tl.tMJ
t * ( i l i C . / i ^ > J / i " T ( l H l « 1 i i V t l l i ihl ^T t ^ f -S^ AT THt hMIl ( P 1 • I U • t in*lR T r ^ r * w F i > / i F f v , T * J* II U r l ' r \ i ' ; / ' l * i " - L " J l ' A > * 1 O 1 *-* l_ j i r»> J i '* ' lrii_ ^ i * i ' \ ^ r * f J . * - * r T i^ » i n> ' i i "iv r^ i I*II_IMI t
\ ^Xi ' F L f c f i 1 i 1 UX> «bl i^bS Al LTK ' .3UXi «HP^H,IpAL ^THEbS' / )
MU f-Ot-c-'hl t Id. Of- 1.1.^»oAi3fc"i?..b)
h'tllJKf
t.NU
iiH. 1 »S1H ''inSA* iPhl .Pi_Ab lit i i if-Jb'*m^2')in
SUi'HCI 1 lut PLAbTl,
F-A|-./i|vMtK uf- |=i l 'Uil>LS=] bfn^Xz SUOU ^ l\F=^l|-T*?
(.Ol'iKot' /uLMI/ | I | i_Lt^ l l ) r iN'OIlL iM-LBN iKAHC iVhC i''Ari . Ic,,-j('i>)
CtJI-ifOI' /Ut-K'-*/ i f l u h » ^ ) i ] o K L ( K F t ^ i ' l J » h < ( f J F l ) » 7 t ^ ' F 7 ) » K K ( ^ l ( ~ L b » H )
C0l-A(,t /oLK •>/ XKLI I *» ) iHdvF) i I W A X i Hi" » IMH1 1 |_T 1 1. Acf ,MFUFh
Cdi-ii- Ot /uLKU/ u( Ji j) lA I f ' t . ^ i ^ ) i A ( M S i ? ) ,Hn<?,?) iSTlFH (M ih ) iC l^ to i t ) r
+ Vt ( e » h ) i Al (MhL^)
CC'i'ii'l/r XoLK?/ Uf>bd»F ) il/nuM'iH ) »FUW(M- ) iHLP(Nh ) iPH(KF) iuIbP(N(-> •
* L'uOKuKJ
COM' Of' XuYlNl/ CuAK IfiX ) i Af' li"'X) » A« ( K X )
I.
CALL /fc.Ho( A i . . f ' A i J. J
l\Lu;>|j = -Ibi- ( ) )
SCAL r NL()«r
(.0 10P 1 = I ' "MCI
FU> = HID / bCAi.
1 UU XKL(LAbl - t - I ) - t- ( I 1
I.
(,0 SOP M = i»M U«u
t
lh ( f j i ,LG. 1 ) b() TO OOU




, Mill- CALL 1 IS>Ld'l )
C'O lilP 1 = 1 iNt-PLL
AC, i l) = / » A ( I ) + X f \ L ( L A b T + I )
1P-U IflbHU) - « A ( D
L
hl'l It (biOlJU) Nl
l.ifi 1 J(- I = 1 ilunuc.
JJ - I + ?.
II = JJ - 1
I.Hj M< lit (6 io lu) I • AAUI ) iAA (JJ)
L
uPu(i't7nP









I j f1 l ) f 'c)7l in
1 1 p i j jj i_ O 1 1 p
UPIHIl,°(iO
( inUI ' f 'OOO
oPudf i np
^ i K' u r 1 1 ) -^ n P
I|pijllf,' ' ll0
OPof i t - 'm f )
llPlKlri'inO
I) n(j Ob ft DO
UP uou 1 IIP
DP OIK 1'' MO
U P O O I I ^ O P
U P U 0 f i *J 0 P
onnou^nn
npupc fi()p






D O O f l l ^00
upuf i "no
UPUPl^ lJP








OffJ l ' i -^OO
IIPUOP^OP
































































600 H>Kr/AT( Ihlr'.A* '101
J bx» 'font.' >f'Xr ''/-u.
F-OH^'AT ( IiU»?t?U. V >
STOP
Of 1)03^1)0
(Jlbl'L. A I THt tNU O F « t I U » « LOAD
• SIN N«SA*lPh^.ST Tt-f-i:> t 116J5bll32U10
SUbKOl'T INE MIHF«:
lMM=l'SU.NELS=lbO»MX = SOOOrNf
/bLKO/ 1 I l i t ( 20 )» iNOnt»NFLEK»NAPCrNHC»MAC7r ISW<5)
COMNOh' XbLlsl/ M C4 J » H t t > » A R ( U ) » P R ( 4 ) r l R C D r A ? ( 1 ) » b ? ( 1 ) ' C Z ( U ) *
* AU'bOiCUt id JlfM»LC»NEL
COMMON /bLK2/ lOd^F »2> » UKL <NELS»U)»R(NFT),7(NFT)»KK(NLLb.a)
COMMON /bLK3/ XKHMX ) »H ((NF ) r iMAX » IHP» IHPI »LT »LAST r NFKFt
COMMON XbLl^U/ L(3»j)iA|IM3»3)»An(3i3)»Rn(3»3)*STlFK(8»H)'C|K|(ti»ft)»
* Vt (a»b) »Ai <NFi.c)







XNUS = XKU *
VA = XfiU + 1 .
VB = 3.+AMUS-;
VC = ?.*lXlMllb-A
DO 900 NLL = 1•
READ(2) TYPtA.
IF(NtL.Lt.l5w<b) * t>0 TU bOU
DO 200 I = 1»3
DO 200 J = 1»3
200 DP(NtL»I»J) = U(lr^)
SIbZ = Ob(NEL.l) + S7R«Ib(NFL»l)/2.
SltiR = Ob(NEL»^> + STRAIb(NEL.2>/2.
TAU2 = Gb<NELr3) •»• STRAlb (NF.L » 3 )/2.
DELP = VA * (SlRAib(NEL»l)+STRAIb(NEL»2))/3.
PP = VA * ISiGZ+SitaR) / J.
PSu = PP * PH





RATIO = MRtA / AilKf-L)
V01DK = KA110 * (i. + VOil'i) - 1.



























































I M i U
M l . i l
























































Bb = 3.*AA»VDR*SMb*PP*HO / BtT
AMI) = bZZ + «fl







DO 22P 1 = 1.3
DFi = UFi + AR(IJ
DFK = UFK + bRII)
DFo - HO * ^ kS *
POW = -CAPA/KAKD
DFK = tTM »*HOV» * (nFK-2.*TTJ/PP*DtLP)
DF = PFI - f)KJ - uFK * (l.-CAPA/KAKO)
ASU = SMb * PP * IHO-PH)
F.TA = SQKTITTJ) /HP
vvKiTt(6.&2U) VOILJK.TTJ.ASQ.OF.NEL.SM.ETA
FOh^AT(5A.'VOIbR='.F1Q.5.« 3J=« «E1?.5»•
1 b,12.5. 17.• K=».tl2.b.' ETA='»E1?.R)
IF (llh.LT .0.) to Id 800
no 3UU I = 1.3
HHtl) = u.
CR(1) = u.
DO 3UU J = 1.3
t'Rl I) = bRU) + U
CR(I) = CR(I)
DEN =0.
HO 310 I = 1.3
CtlM = DEN + AR(I)*bK(I)'
DEN = t)EN + L)B , -.
DO 320 I = 1.3
DO 320 J = 1.3 . ''









no iuo i =





DO'210 I = 1.8
II = KK(NEL.I)
DO 210 J = 1.8
JJ = KK(NEL.J)
IKUl.EQ.O.OK.JJ.LU.O) GO TO 210
IFII1.LT.JJ) 60 TO 210
IF(Il.GT.IHBI) GO 10 21U
L = OJ + UI-1) * II / 2
GO TO 215
L = JJ + LT + (Il-iHB) * IHBI





































































































»SIH !.,«<• A* IPM..1
SUbl'VI i I i-.r S I F H
F-AK.M-Mrn ut- I =l^UflNFLS=lbO»MX= 5000»NF=NHT*?
UV i.r /,.LM / I ITLt(20)
Ui,..-i,! XnL.v/ A K L l M X ) » H ( N F ) » I M A X » l H R » I H B I » L T r L A < ; l , N F K F t
COM.!'. /»Li\lV UHllMtLSri) »STRAIB(NELS»3) r A L P H A » B F 1 A » G A M M A r n t L f f X K »
* A I , M"brtrbr!»Si"S»VuIUI»CAPA»RAl«!0>Bt;T
COiv.r/cjf /uLl\7/ UPblNF) »UDUB(NF) rFOV(NF) >UDD(NF) »Db(NF) ,L)IbP(NK) »











DO 2 I = 1»LA51
AA(I) = XM(I) + CbAP(I) * UFLT / 2. + XKL< I > * DELT * DELT / 4.
DO 150 I = l»NHKtt











DlbP(I)= Ob(l) + btLT*UDb(I) +(UDDb(I) +ODD(I>)*DELT**2/4.
DOOT(I)= UUB(I) + (UUDb.(l) -t-UDP (I) ) *DELT /2.









69S»7 f -OKKAT(Bt lb .b)
IU1 K>kl"«l (Stlb.o)
WhlTt (brlOii)

























































































































DO 200 1 = 1
OJ = JJ + 1
SUN = 0.
SUh = o.
IF(I.GE.lHb) GO TU 180
L = (I+1)*I / 2 - i
DO 170 J = IrJo
IF(sJ.LE.i) L = L + 1
IF(J.GT.i.AI\'U.J.Lt.IHB) L = L + J - 1
IF(J.GI.lHb) L = L + IHB1
SUN = SUN + XMIL)*UB(J)
170 SUM = SUM + LRARlL)*<UDB(J)+UDnPlJ)*C)ELT/?.)












180 II = J - IHB + 1
L = LT + (11-1) * 1MB
IF(Ju.GT.NFREE) OJ = NFRtE
DO 1.90 J = IlrJJ
IF(J.Lh.l) L = L + 1
IF(J.Gl.i) L = L + IHBI
SUN = SUN + XM(L)*UB(J)
190 SUM = SUM + CBAR(U*(UUP<J)+UDDRlJ)*UELT/2.)
lUUb(o)+UUDB( J)*ntLT*UELT/t. )





DO 12 I = IrNFREt
AAd + LAST) = Hd)
GO 10 113
- FOVII) -XM(LAST-H) - CPAR(LAST+D
300 CALL SOLTN ( AA» Ihb» IHBI >LT»LAST t NFhtt )
DO 13 1=1»N
FOV(I)=0.
UDUd) = AA(LAST + i
DISP(I)= Db(i) + o
ODOT(I)= UUB(I) +13 (UUDbU) -fUDP ( 1 ) ) *UELT /'<>.
CALL STAN(NTlMt)
IF(NTIME.Nh.NPKNT) GO TO 310
NPKNT = NPHNT + ibh(3)
WRITt(6»10b) NTIML
105 FOKMATUUXf'DISPLACEMENT AT NTIME ='»I5/5X* 'NODE NO
1 K-UISPL')
DO 106 I = l»INODt
JJ = I * 2
II = JJ - 1
106 HRiTt(6rb20) I»DISP(11)>UISPIJJ)
620 FOKMAT(I9»2E15.6)
II = LAST + 1



































































































VvKlT t ( b . f a O O )
M'i rttb.iol) UAU) ,I = iI » JJ)
VkRlTb l t i .b lU)
WK1 fL lbr iOl ) <CH«MI) H = H.Ju)











FOKMAT 1//2X. 'END ol- ANALrSiS ' /// >
RETURN
ENLJ
WtLT.SIH NA5A*1PK«.STAN» » . 163570132U10
SUbPOHTlNE STAN(NUIv t>
PAnA|v,ETEK NFr=150»NELS=lbO»MX= 5000 »NF=NFT*2
COMMON /bLKO/ Tnt-E(20).INUnt.NELEM»NAPC.NBC.MACT.ISW<5)
/BLK2/ ID lu»- i 2) . I JKL(NFlS»i+ ) »K (NFT ) i Z (NFT ) f KK (NtLS ,
) »H(NF) » 1MAX . IHP» IHRI »UT »LAST »NFKFE
/BLKU/ U(3» i ) » A i n ( 3 » ? ) » A D ( 3 » 3 ) »BD(3,3) »ST1FF < 8 » e )
>A1(NELS)
COl'iMOM /ULKS/ t(H(iMtLS»5) »ST R«IP < NFUS » 3 ) r ALPHA rHFTA »GAMMA»nEL I r X K .
* AT .XKUr t .b f - ' .S^SrVUlUI rCApA rHAI^n r BtT
COW/ON' /bLKf,/ bT( r , tLS»oO) r AHM(NELb»U ) • A^M ( MELS » 4 )
COwN-.Oh. /uLls?/ UObUvFJ rUnUH(Nt-) » F O V ( N K ) »UL)D(NF ) »Db(NF)
* dum ( i^ t -J
COMMCt /bl-KR/ bP(utLbritJ) >SlGH'NELSf3)
X M ( M X ) » A A ( M X )
V D ( U ) rUnl"*) »EPS(3» •FH<5D<3> »S1GE ( 3> »SlGV ( 3)
» l - V ( f t )
CALL Z t H O ( X M » C X » U
REwlNP ?
N(J = M I M E / I b h ( o )
NM = NN * I S W ( J )
I H I T t = 0
I F t M l s . E G . N T I M E ) i ix lT t = i
IF (Ml*. E.Q. Ml I ME) fcrUTt ( b » b O O )
00 900 NtL = 1 »Mti_tN'
00 100 I = 1.4
IN = IJKL(NELtl)
II = (1N-1)*2 + 1 .
V(l) = UiSH(lI)
100
V ( i )









CALL ZERO(tPSD»?r l )
DO lin I = 1»4
EPb(l) = EHSd) * ARK(NEL»1) *V( I ) /
fPS(ii) = EPS12) + A2MtNEL.I)*U(I) / AOJ(NEL)
EPS(3) = EPS(3)+ l«KW(NtL»I )*U( I )+AZM(NEL»I)*V( I ) )
EPSU(l) = tPSD(l) + ARM(NELtI )*VD(I ) / AOJ(NEL)
EPSCM?) = EPbO(?) + AZM(lMEL,I)*UD(I) / AOJ(NEL)
tPb()(3) = tPbD(3)+ lARM(NtL»I ) *UD( I )+AZM(NEL»l ) *VD( I ) )
00 li:0 1 = 1.3
onoinon















































































































DO 119 J = 1.3
SIfaEd) = SIGE(
SIbVd) = bIGV(
119 SIbFd) = bIGFl
120 SIbTd) = SI6EC
c
I ) + U ( 1 . j) *FHS( J)
I) + «Tud.J)*EPSO(J)
I) + bOd.J)*STRAIB(NEL»J) + AD (I . J) *^R ttgtL . J)
I) + blbVd) + SIGF(I)
C COMPUTE PRINCIPAL bTKEbStS
C COMPRESSION IS
C
SOK - ( ( (SIGTd
SGI =-(SlGT(l)
EPSd) = Sol +
EPS(ii) = SGI -








DO 130 I = 1.8
FVd) = U.
DO 130 0 = 1 . 3
130 FVd) = HVd) +
C NOln AbShMbLt




)-biGT(2) )/ii.)**2 + SIGT<3)**2) **.5
•f biGT(i:)) / 2. .
Suhi
Sii^
Vv^lTE(b.blO) NEL .SIGE .SIGV.SIGT .tPS
C«LL PbTlFH (NEL .SIGF . IPLST. IRTTF)
GO TO 90U
. »-ORCE FOR EACH ELtMtNT '
'
bi INEL.I.J) * SIGF(J)
id GLObAL KOHM
TO 1UU
FOV(II) = HOVdl) + FV(I)
IFdbWf?) .Nfcl.l.




IF( 11. Gl . iHfU)







137 L = oJ + LI + I










AND (STKA1B). (ATKAlh1 RATt)
ciluL( 1 )


































































































InU MiV't = hTU't + i
lid 41 r I = I » M A C T
PKI) = Ulbf'U)
91 u UU,htI) = U[:u(l)
600 FOivNM 1/ / /10X* 'Nf iMK ='» 15/2X »• ELEN'' •• TIP r 'ELASTIC STRESS '»T40»
1'VlSLOliS SIKtSb* » ( V O r '101 .bTKESS' » T 3 U O » 'PRINCIPAL STRESS1 / )
hJU







COMMON /dLKO/ lTTL. t (20) » INOOfc »NELEM rNAPC , NBC » M A f T r ISVl < b )
COMMON /bl-Kl/
* A O » L ) 0 » C O r i < r ^ ' c ,Kv, il.C »NlFL
COhN.Of / t A >
* VHorfaJ •/* .
CO^MOM /dLr-' / ul'.(,,tLb» J) »S1 RAIR (NELS r 3) »ALPHA f RFTA»GAMMA »OELT»XK»






IF(NdL.Lt.ISw(b)) bO TO 800
XNUS = XNU * XNU
VA = XNU + 1.
VB = l.+XNUS-XNU




SIGZ = -SIGT(l) + US1G2/2.
SIGR = -SIGT(2) + USIGK/2.
TAU2 = -SIGT(3) + UTAU^/^.
DELP = VA*<DSIGZ+UbIGR) / 3.
PP = VA * (SlGZ+SitiR) / 3.
PS&l = PP * PP
SZZ = 2.*VB*SIfaZ •»• VC*SI(3R
SRH = 2.*VB*SIGR •»• VC*bIGZ
±/K = 6.*TAUZ





















































































































VOiDK = K A l l O * U.+V01IU ) - 1.
Vl'K = VO1DK + 1.
A A r C-N,S * (<i.*PH-HO) / 6.
f'h - 3.*HA + Vul-'*<;lvib*PP*PO / RtT
AK(1) = b/X + AA
Al'(2) = bKK + «A





id 2<;P I - 1 '3
51- i - Uhi + MH(I) * STKAiH(NtL» I )
's'e'U ,l-f\ - LiHis + hNlI) * blKAih(NhL» I )
'hj - PC) * SKiS * Utl P
•'(./ = -C«PA/KA(v,n
ihK - tTf< +*>'0« * lrhK-?.*lTu/PF*ntlP)
f> - I'H - I'KvJ - UI-K * ( i ,-CAPA/KAM:>)
A So - bMb * PP * IPO-PH)
ET« = b«KT(TTJ) / HP
I(- (ht-'.LT.O. ) tiO IO OOU
IPLSI = 1
IF I IHITE.EQ.I) WKi IF(6»6i:ri) VOIPN » 1 TJ , ASU > nF » NFI. r Si". » tTA
6>"0 f-OKM«T(5X» ' VUlUR= ' f F10.f» ' J J= ' >E i? . S » ' ASO= ' » bl2 . b • ' HF='»
1 F12.5r 17»f Mz^iblcf.bt' FTAr'iEl?.^)
00 300 I = 1»3
HMI) = 0.
CK(1) = o.
DO 300 J = 1»3
E'R(I) = UR(I) + uli.J)*AH(J)
300 CR(I) = V-fUI) + An(J)*U(j»l)
DEN - 0.
no 3in i = i f ?
310 DEN = DEU + AR(I)*bR(I)
DEfxi = DEN + bP
DO 3£0 I = Ir?
DO 3i=P 0 = Ir3
320 DP(MtLflrJ) = -Bh U ) * CK(J) / DEN
ftOO FOH^AT t Ib» ' AKFA-* VulbHr P0» UPU » r • » U£lb.6)
610 FOKMAT (3tlb.b)
C
DC 100 I = !•«*
no ion j r ] »u
STiFKIrJ) = OPffNt-Lf l»l)*TYPEA(I»J)+DP(NELr3r3)*TYPEC<I.J)
STIFFdf J-t-1) = OPlhFLrlr£:)*TYPER(I»J)+DP(NEL»3»3)*1YPFB(J»I)
STIFF (J + 4« i ) = S I i(-F ( I r J-t-U)




kiELT»S!H NASA + TPHS.FACruK. r »22b22'»130610
SUoROl'TlNE FAClOKlXKf IHP» IHRl rl_T»LAM .NFREE)










o n o o t q o n
o^oo^non

























































































































UO * 1 = 1 rNi














Lt =1 + 1
IK (LA. LM. 01 oO To o
no i L=K»LA
IF (L..G1 . iHal )GO 10 ^ U
J = (L+i)*L/P
GO TO bl
J = LT + IHH*(L-ilidl )
A = XK (Ml
H = H+A*A*XK(w)
Mrh + i
A = XK (N1)
XK(MJ=A-ti
IF(I.FQ.N) GO TO ti
DO 9 J=Lt)rJJ
SUM=0.0






IF(LA.tG.01 t>0 TO h
IF (K.GT.LA) UO To ^
DO 12 JM=KfLA
L=M-l-t-JA
IF(JA.GT.IHDI) GO 10 13
Ll= ( JA+11*JA/P
GO TO It
Ll=LT + IHb* UA-lHbi 1
SUM=Sl)M-*-XK (MM) *XK (L) *Xis(Ll)|tfM=MP-t-l




SIH NASA*TPF%.SOLTH» > »2«;6226) 30610
SUbKOI n INE SOLTN ( A* , 1Mb • 1Mb I • LT »LAST » NFRtE )




















































































































1 XK<LL + 1)=XK(LL+1)-SUI"
J = NF+N-1
THIS PORTION OH SUBROUTINE PtRFORMS BACK-SUBSTITUTION
XK (IMF )=XMNF)/XK (LAST )
00 5 K=2»N





















I«ELT»SIH NA?A*lPF4.StTUPr , » 2ii6231130610
SUbKOUTIlME StTUP
COMMON /oLM/ W ( 4 J i H ( 4 ) ? A R ( 4 ) f R R ( 4 ) i





































































































































































DO iun i = i,IPT
X = MI )
DO 100 J = IrlHT
Y = H(J)





COMMON /uLM/ nC*< rH(4) rAf((4) »HR(lt) »CR(U) ,A/(U) »bZ(4)
* t.'N(4) »Cl\l(t) »DN(t; rTYPtA(U»4) »TYPEB(4»t)
* AUrbO»Cu» iOJ<- fK t rLC fNEL
COiXhON /bLK9/ M»N
FC = AO + bO*X + CO*Y
GO TO (iO»?0»JO»4U.bO»6o)» K
10 CONTINUE





























































































































XY = X * Y
FA = 1 . + t)N(M)*X
FH = 1. + bM(N)*X
F = l-A*Fb*FC/l<;8.
KEIUHK




60 F = (A2(M) + B
Pf HIHh





SUbHOIITlNE OiAbML UK rAHF rMFRtEr IHH» IhRI rL"T»LAST)
XK (1) »AtJF (1)
PC ?UO I =
?UU XK(I) = U.
f.'0 100 J =
IF(J.GT.iHbl) t>0 10 lOb
I = (d+1) * J / H
GO TU 109
10a L = LT •«• IHR * (o - IHbl)
109 XK(L) = i.
luu coiNTiruE
no no i = ] »N(-PCL
11U XK (L/iST + i ) = AHFd)
tNU
CMCN*Y*Y
= 1^U n\iFLS-lbO »MX= ?000 »NF=NFT*?
/bLK?/ iDd^Ft i!) f IJKL(NELS»U) »R(NFT) r?(NFT)
COMMOh /bLK7/ UnblUF") »onuR(MF) tFOV(NF) »MUn(MF ) r Ob <NF ) »L)IbP (MF )
* OU01 (NF)
DO luO
JJ = IN * i:
II - JJ - 1
KR(I) = K(i
100 22(1) = </(l
AI =
AJ =



































































































IF(AJ.LT.O) AJ = -«J
ARtA = (Ml + Au) / 2
REIUKr-
EMU
loiLLT»SIH NASA*TPF-S>.ZtRO> i »
SUBROUTINE ZtRGCArM.
DIKENSION AU)
NM = N * M
DO 1UO I = IfNM




MOVING WHEEL ON SOIL





1 24. OUOU .OUUU
2 19.5000 .OUUU
3 14. OUOU .OUUU














18 14. OOOU 14.5UUU
19 7.5000 14.5UUU
20 .0000 14.5UUU
21 24. OOOU 18.5UUU
22 19.5UOU 18.5UUO














37 21. OOOU 30. OUUU










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Card 1: FORMAT (20 A4)
TITLE - Title of the problem
Card 2: FORMAT (1015)
(1) INODE - No. of nodes
(2) NELSM - No. of elements
(3) NAPC - No. of applied point load
(4) NBC - No. of free nodes
Card 3: FORMAT (1015)
(1) ISW(l) = 0, static analysis
= N, dynamic analysis for N steps
= -N, static elasto-plastic analysis for
N load increments
(2) ISW(2) = 0, Elastic analysis
= -1, Viscoelastic analysis
= 1, Viscoelastoplastic analysis
(3) ISW(3) = M, Print for each vf^ time step
(4) ISW(4) = 0
(5) ISW(5) = No. of rigid elements
Card 4: FORMAT (6F13.6)
(1) E - Modulus of elasticity for rigid element
(2) XNU - Poisson's ratio for rigid element
(3) DENS - Soil density
(4) DEPTH - Maximum soil depth
11-125
(5) ES - Modulus of elasticity for soil
(6) XNUS - Poisson's ratio for soil
Card 5: FORMAT (6F13.6)
(1) AT = T(r) x ES, where T(r> is the soil relaxation
time in seconds
(2) XK - Modulus of elasticity for soil
(3) DELT - Magnitude of time step in seconds
Card 6: FORMAT (6F13.6)
(1) PHI - Angle of internal friction
(2) V01DI - Initial void ratio
(3) CAPA - Swelling index
(4) RAMD - Compression index
Cards 7: FORMAT (5x, 2F10.4, 215)
(1) Z(I) - Z - coordinate value of Node I
(2) R(I) - R - coordinate value of Node I
(3) IZ = 0 if free to z-direction
$ 1 if not
(4) IR = 0 if free to R-direction
$ 1 if not
Repeat INODE times in the order of node number
*
Upward Z is positive
Cards 8: FORMAT (5x, 515)
4 corner nodes of an element in counter clockwise. Repeat NELEM
times in the order of element number. Note that rigid element
should be numbered first.
Card(s) 9: FORMAT (I5,2F10.4)
(1) NODE - Node number with applied load
11-126
(2) PZ - Z-component
(3) PR - R-component
Note that the regular sign convention of theory of elasticity










Form elastic stiffness matrix,
viscous matrix, and mass matrix









For incremental elasto-plastic analysis, see App. 3 of Part I,
11-128





u ( t ) eqn (37)
u ( t ) eqn (38)
a ( t ) eqn (19)
( v )dE ( f c ) eqn (34)





























Computes the cross sectional area of an element
Clears one dimensional array and puts l's on
diagonal.
Calls FACTOR and SOLTN, and prints displacement
vector.
Functions to be integrated
Factors (forward substitution) a given simultaneous
equations
Integrates by the Gaussian quadrature
Forms elastic matrix and viscous matrix
Checks for yielding and forms plastic stiffness
matrices for yielded elements
Initializes integration constants
Backward substitution is performed to give a set of
solutions to the given simultaneous equations.
Integrates the equation of motion by step integration
scheme for dynamic analysis
Forms elastic stiffness matrix, consistent mass
matrix, and viscous matrix. Also assembles in
global form applying the boundary conditions.
Checks for yielding and forms elasto-plastic stiff-
ness matrix, and assembles in global form applying
the boundary conditions.
Computes strains, stresses, and principal stresses
(compression is positive).
Clears any given matrix
